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The Dublin Festival of History is brought to you by Dublin City Council 
and is managed by Dublin City Libraries.

One of the key aims of Dublin City Libraries is to preserve, share and promote 
the history and heritage of Dublin and Ireland and to encourage and facilitate 
historical research.

The Dublin City Library & Archive, 138 –144 Pearse Street houses the City’s 
archives and extensive collections relating to Dublin and surrounding areas. 

See www.dublincitylibraries.ie for more information, databases.dublincity.ie  
for historical resources, genealogical information and digital collections 
and digital.libraries.dublicity.ie to access over 43,000 free images including 
photographs, postcards, letters, maps and much more. 

Printworks: 

Please access Printworks venue at Dublin Castle via the Palace Street entrance, 
off Dame Street.

Festival bookshop: The Gutter Bookshop

Pop-up history library: Bring along your library card and borrow history 
books and historical novels from the Festival’s History Library in Dublin Castle.

Food: Relax between lectures with refreshments in local cafés offering the 
following special offers to Festival goers:

• Silk Road Café, Chester Beatty Library, Dublin Castle — 20% discount.

• The Right Place Café, City Hall — Afternoon Tea for Two €20 including a 
glass of Prosecco.

Please note that this programme is subject to change; follow us on Twitter 
or Facebook or check www.dublinfestivalofhistory.ie for latest information and 
keep informed of upcoming events/programme changes by signing up for the 
Dublin Festival of History mailing list on our website.

@HistFest #histfest2019

Email: festivalofhistory@dublincity.ie 

The Dublin Festival of History would like to thank OPW and Dublin Castle 
for the use of Printworks for the weekend of history talks; a great venue 
in the heart of historic Dublin city. 



Admission is FREE to all events at the Dublin Festival of History.

No booking required for events in Printworks at Dublin Castle. Doors open 20 
minutes before the start of each event and there is unreserved seating.

Booking is required for some of the events in other venues; this is stated in the 
programme or you can check at www.dublinfestivalofhistory.ie
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Welcome to the programme for Dublin City Council’s 2019 Dublin Festival 
of History, Ireland’s biggest free history festival, with over 150 history events 
taking place right across the city this Autumn.

Since it began in 2013 the Dublin Festival of History has gained a reputation 
for attracting world-class, best-selling historians of national and international 
renown to the capital to talk about history, and this year is no exception. Last 
year over 8,000 people attended the Festival. With over 150 events, in 65 
venues, I’ve no doubt we’ll set a new record in 2019. 

The 2019 programme includes international speakers such as Jung Chang, 
Tom Holland, and Robert Service, and local favourites like Joe Duffy, 
Catriona Crowe and Donal Fallon. There will be talks on world-changing 
issues like recent American and Russian history, and on more local themes 
such as the lost workplaces of the city, including Lemon’s sweets and the 
cattle market. My current home, the Mansion House, will host a Decade 
of Commemorations Quiz organised by Dublin City Council’s Historians in 
Residence, so you can test your historical knowledge!

I wish all the speakers, moderators, organisers, tour guides and participants 
every success for this year’s Dublin Festival of History, and I congratulate 
Dublin City Council and its library service, Dublin City Libraries, for continuing 
to deliver this successful city festival. 

Paul McAuliffe
Lord Mayor of Dublin

Lord Mayor’s foreword
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City Librarian’s Foreword

The Dublin Festival of History is proudly brought to you by Dublin City Council 
and is organised by Dublin City Libraries. The Festival reaffirms the Council’s 
commitment to preserving and promoting the history and heritage of our 
capital city and strives to make history accessible to all. 

With a thought-provoking and richly diverse programme of events, the history 
festival is a must for anyone with even a passing interest in history. The events 
of 100 years ago, under the Decade of Centenaries designation, always provide 
topics for events at the Festival. This year a panel of historians will consider the 
impact and the course of the War of Independence which began in 1919; there 
are also talks on partition, the first Dáil, and the Treaty of Versailles. 

A bedrock of the history festival programme is the commemoration of 
historical anniversaries – the moon landings, the disestablishment of the 
Church of Ireland, the Amritsar massacre, the start of the Troubles, and the 
D-Day landings are some of the significant anniversaries to be marked this 
year. 

I welcome our new and existing event partners who broaden the scope of the 
festival and, with our network of libraries around the city, ensure the widest 
possible public engagement with history across the capital. 

I invite you to come and enjoy the varied programme of talks. You may also 
like to pick up a history book in your local library (or at the Festival’s pop-up 
library in Printworks, Dublin Castle) and continue your exploration of history!

Mairead Owens
Dublin City Librarian

féile na staire baile átha cliath
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Talks

Rush Library 
30th September at 6.30pm

LODGERS AND LANDLADIES: THE FORGOTTEN 
WORLD OF LIFE IN ‘DIGS’, C. 1890–1920 
with Ruth McManus

This talk considers the lodging phenomenon in the city and county at the turn 
of the twentieth century, exploring the types of people who became lodgers, 
boarders and ‘paying guests’, and the popular perception of lodgers and 
landladies as reflected in contemporary literature and newspapers.

Booking required: rushlibrary@fingal.ie or (01) 870 8414 
@fingallibraries

Blanchardstown Library  
30th September at 6.30pm

IRISH NATIONALISM IN LONDON DURING 
THE WAR OF INDEPENDENCE, 1919–1921: 
PROPAGANDA, GUN-RUNNING AND DIPLOMACY
with Mary MacDiarmada

This talk will explore the work of the Irish Self-Determination League of Great 
Britain, the role of Art O’Brien, Dáil Éireann’s first envoy to London, and the 
activities of the London IRA and IRB.

Booking required: blanchlib@fingal.ie or (01) 890 5563
@fingallibraries

Baldoyle Library  
30th September at 6.30pm

IMPRESSIONS OF A VISITOR TO DUBLIN IN 1806–07
with Angela Byrne

On 31 July 1806, John Lee (né Fiott, 1783–1866) embarked on a seven-
month walking tour of England, Wales and Ireland. Lee’s diaries contain 
fascinating details of everyday life in Ireland in the aftermath of the 1798 
and 1803 rebellions. 

Booking required: baldoylelibrary@fingal.ie or (01) 890 6793
@fingallibraries
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Pembroke Library, Anglesea Road  
1st October at 6.30pm

FRANK O’CONNOR, THE WAR OF INDEPENDENCE, 
AND ‘GUESTS OF THE NATION’
with Hilary Lennon in association with the Trinity Long Room Hub

Frank O’Connor had already become head librarian in Pembroke Library in 
1928 when he wrote his masterpiece, the war story ‘Guests of the Nation’. 
Already drifting away from his pre-Treaty active republicanism, in this 
acclaimed work O’Connor does not indict the Volunteers nor their raisons 
d’être for war; neither does he justify violence. Instead, difficult questions of 
loyalty and morality regarding Ireland’s revolutionary past are directed at the 
reader. Hilary will examine the political context underpinning O’Connor’s 
thinking in ‘Guests’, while also tracing his own development as a writer in 
post-independence Ireland.

Booking required: pembrokelibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 668 9575

The Edward Worth Library,  
Dr Steevens’ Hospital, Dublin 8

Tours of exhibition and library at 
11am and 2pm on  
1, 3, 8, 10, 15 & 17 October

SURGERY AT THE EDWARD WORTH LIBRARY

The Edward Worth Library houses a wonderful collection of rare books, 
bequeathed to Dr Steevens’ Hospital by Dr Edward Worth (1676-1733). Come 
see our new exhibition and find out about the Worth Library. 

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first served basis. 
(Tours limited to 23 people)
@EdwardWorthLib

Raheny Library, Howth Road  
1st October at 6.30pm

BUCK WHALEY’S JERUSALEM ADVENTURE
with David Ryan

Born in Dublin in 1765, Thomas ‘Buck’ Whaley was heir to a huge fortune and 
estates, but also notorious for his scatter-brained schemes and disastrous gambling 
losses. Most famously, he bet that he would travel to Jerusalem and back within a 
year. With £15,000 (several million in today’s money) at stake, Whaley set out and 
in the course of his travels encountered storms, pirates, the plague, bandits and 
an infamous Ottoman governor known as “the Butcher”. In this talk David Ryan 
reveals the story of one of Dublin history’s most colourful characters.

Booking required: rahenylibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 831 5521

féile na staire baile átha cliath
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Balbriggan Library, George’s Square 
1st October at 6.30pm

THE RISE AND FALL OF JOHN SPICER’S ‘MODEL 
BAKERY’ BALBRIGGAN (part 1, 1904 to c.1942)
with Frank Whearity

Frank will discuss the establishment of John Spicer’s Balbriggan bakery 
(1904–c.1999) and the subsequent battle for the lucrative contract to supply 
bread and meal to the Balrothery Poor Law Union at Ballough. Don’t miss this 
talk with its many stories of business rivalries and the characters who worked 
in the baking trade.

Booking required: balbrigganlibrary@fingal.ie or (01) 870 4401
@fingallibraries

Drumcondra Library,  
Millmount Avenue 
1st October at 6.30pm

THE PERIODIC TABLE AT 150
with Sylvia Draper

We all remember the Periodic table from science class in school but did you 
know that it is 150 years old this year? Dmitri Mendeleev, a Russian chemist, 
first published his table of elements in 1869 and Sylvia Draper from TCD will 
uncover the story of this important scientific chart.

Booking required: drumcondralibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 837 7206

Ballymun Library, Ballymun Road

12 classes on Wednesdays from  
11am–12.30pm,  
starting on 2nd October

IRISH REVOLUTION CLASS 1916–1923
with James Curry, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, North West Area)

A free course on 20th-century Irish history focusing on the revolutionary years 
from 1916–23 when Ireland achieved independence from Britain. Delivered 
in a lively and accessible manner, topics will include the 1918 general election 
and the first Dáil, partition, the War of Independence, the treaty and Civil War. 
If you enjoy going to talks on Irish history, this is your chance to delve deeper 
and learn more. In addition, each week course participants will read and 
discuss historical documents and memoirs of the time. 

Please sign-up for the 12 weeks of classes by contacting:  
ballymunlibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 842 1890 

Free course on Irish History 

dublin festival of history 2019
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National Museum of Ireland,  
Kildare Street  
25th September, 2nd and  
9th October at 1pm

AUTUMN LECTURE SERIES:  
THE ANGLO-NORMANS IN IRELAND

850 years after Anglo-Normans first landed at Bannow Bay, County Wexford 
in 1169, this lecture series will explore the archaeological evidence of the 
Anglo-Normans in Ireland and analyse the impact of the Anglo-Normans on 
Irish society, landscape and law.

Booking required: educationarch@museum.ie or (01) 6486334

Goethe-Institut Irland,  
37 Merrion Square

GOOD BYE, LENIN! THE BERLIN WALL  
IN GERMAN CINEMA

2019 marks the 30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall. To 
commemorate the occasion the Goethe-Institut Irland presents a short series 
of films about the Wall and its demise. 

Kicking off the series is Wolfgang Becker’s 2003 multi-award winning 
comedy classic Good Bye, Lenin! The film tells the story of a young man who 
tries to move mountains and create miracles to restore his mother to health 
- and keep her in the belief that Lenin really did win after all! The screening 
will be followed by a discussion with German Ambassador to Ireland, H.E. 
Mrs Deike Potzel.

The second film of the series The Wall/Die Mauer is a poetic and enigmatic 
documentary by painter and filmmaker Jürgen Böttcher, who relies on sight 
and sound to contemplate the Berlin Wall’s historic and symbolic significance. 

The third film November Days – Voices and Choices mingles a kaleidoscope of 
entertainment images and news footage, shot from the streets, clubs and 
restaurants in Berlin one year after the fall of the Berlin Wall. 

2nd October at 6.30pm Good Bye, Lenin! 
https://goodbye-lenin.eventbrite.ie

9th October at 6.30pm The Wall 
https://the-berlin-wall.eventbrite.ie

16th October at 6.30pm November Days – Voices and Choices 
https://november-days.eventbrite.ie 

Admission is free, but booking via Eventbrite is essential
@GI_Irland

féile na staire baile átha cliath
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Royal Irish Academy,  
19 Dawson Street 
2nd and 9th October  
from 10.30am–12.30pm

BEHIND THE MAPS: NAVIGATING THE IRISH 
HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS
with Jennifer Moore

Jennifer Moore of the Irish Historic Towns Atlas, a research project based at 
the Royal Irish Academy, will deliver two workshops examining how the atlas 
is a platform for multiple types of urban historic research. We will be looking 
at examples of topographical information on the detail of Dublin city by using 
maps and by exploring the potential of the thematic gazetteer. Three atlases 
will be used: Irish Historic Towns Atlas-

no. 11 Dublin, part I, to 1610, by H. B. Clarke (2002) 
no. 19 Dublin, part II, 1610 to 1756, by Colm Lennon (2008) 
no. 26 Dublin, part III, 1756–1847, by Rob Goodbody (2014)

Booking required: Eventbrite: ihta-behind-the-maps.eventbrite.ie 
(limit of 20 per workshop) 
@IHTA_RIA 

City Hall, Cork Hill 
2nd October at 1pm

WOMEN IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE
with Jessamyn Fairfield, Rebecca O’Neill and Laura Finnegan and 
presented in association with the History of Science, Technology and 
Medicine (HSTM) Network Ireland

Hear about some awe-inspiring achievements of women in the history of 
science. Three illustrated talks by passionate science communicators will 
celebrate pioneering women scientists of the past both from Ireland and 
further afield including Dorothy Stopford Price, Maria Goeppert Mayer and 
Matilda Knowles. 

The HSTM Network Ireland fosters research, teaching and public engagement 
in the history of science, technology and medicine in Ireland.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis 
@HSTMNetwork

National Library  
Photographic Archive,  
Meeting House Square 
2nd October at 1pm

CURATOR’S TOUR OF THE EXHIBITION: A MODERN 
EYE: HELEN HOOKER O’MALLEY’S IRELAND

This exhibition is the first major retrospective of the photographic work 
of American-born Helen Hooker O’Malley (1905–1993). Learn how the 
exhibition came together and about the photographs that capture Helen’s 
decades-long love affair with the landscape, history, and people of Ireland.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first served basis 
@NLIreland

dublin festival of history 2019
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Charleville Mall Library, North Strand 
2nd October from 3–4.30pm

AND

Ballyfermot Library, Ballyfermot Road 
15th October from 3–4.30pm

GENERATION GAMES:  
NATIONAL MUSEUM WORKSHOP 

Make a date with your nan, your great-auntie, grandson or daughter and drop 
in to explore some games, toys and other objects relating to childhood, from 
the Museum’s collection of artefacts for handling. Museum educators are 
joined by Mary Muldowney (Historian in Residence with Dublin City Council) 
in this immersive workshop, where you can find out about the games we 
played in the past! An intergenerational workshop, based around the National 
Museum’s Stories Between Us exhibition, suitable for families with children aged 
7+.

Charleville Mall Library: Booking required: charlevillemalllibrary@dublincity.ie 
or (01) 874 9619

Ballyfermot Library: Booking required: ballyfermotlibrary@dublincity.ie or  
(01) 626 9324 
@NMIreland

Dolphin’s Barn Library, Parnell Road 
2nd October at 6.30pm

DUBLIN’S HOUSING CRISIS IN  
REVOLUTIONARY TIMES 1913–1923
with Cathy Scuffil, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, South Central Area)

One hundred years ago, led by Alderman Tom Kelly Chairman of the Housing 
Committee, Dublin Corporation set out to address the city’s reputation of 
having the worst housing in the British Isles. This talk looks at four estates built 
on Dublin’s south side against a backdrop of unrest, war and revolution and 
how the Corporation overcame difficulties of the times to provide modern, 
sanitary housing for citizens.

Booking required: dolphinsbarnlibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 454 0681 
@DubHistorians @ScuffilC

Phibsboro Library, 
North Circular Road
2nd October at 6.30pm

THE WAR OF INDEPENDENCE  
AND MOUNTJOY PRISON
with Margaret Ryan 

An illustrated journey through the numerous events of Mountjoy’s history 
during the War of Independence; the well know executions, like that of 
Kevin Barry, the role of prison staff who acted as Michael Collins’ men inside 
Mountjoy, the presence of the British Army, Auxiliaries and Black & Tans in 
Mountjoy, the negotiation of the peace process by Arthur Griffith while he 
was incarcerated in the prison, the many protests organised by the women of 
Cumann na mBan outside the gates of Mountjoy and more. 

Booking required: phibsborolibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 830 4341

féile na staire baile átha cliath
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Raheny Library, Howth Road  
2nd October at 6.30pm

‘RETHINKING THE WORLD’ –  
BAUHAUS CELEBRATES 100 YEARS 
with Niamh MacNally

This year marks the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Bauhaus, an art 
and design school in Germany, whose innovative ideas are highly influential to 
this day. To celebrate, the National Gallery of Ireland is exhibiting a set of four 
Bauhaus print portfolios lent by the Staatsgalerie Stuttgart. These portfolios 
feature 52 prints by 45 celebrated avant-garde artists from across Germany, 
Italy and Russia. Exhibition curator, Niamh MacNally, will give an insight into 
the fascinating history of the Bauhaus, its key figures, and its continuing legacy. 

Booking required: rahenylibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 831 5521

Ballymun Library, Ballymun Road 
2nd October at 6.30pm

JEWS AND PROTESTANTS IN THE ERA  
OF THE TAN WAR
with Ida Milne, Melanie Brown and host Berni Dwan with music by Eddie 
Sherlock and Eoin Dillion

Part of the Near FM series on Dublin in the time of the Black and Tans, 
1920/21. Each event will be recorded for broadcast on Near FM community 
radio at a later date. 

Booking required: ballymunlibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 842 1890

Central Library, ILAC Centre 
3rd October at 1.10pm

AND

Walkinstown Library,  
Percy French Road 
9th October at 6.30pm

THE REVOLUTIONARY AND THE SOLDIER: A LOVE 
GREATER THAN ALL DIVISIONS

This short dramatic piece tells the story of Winifred Carney and George 
McBride, two Belfast people from very different backgrounds and religions 
(with a sizeable age-gap between them), who, against immense pressure from 
family and friends, fell in love and married.

This short dramatic presentation is directed by Phil Fitzpatrick with actors 
Claire Parkes, Noel Young (Rathfarnham Theatre Group) and Sinéad Donovan 
(Balally Players).

Central Library: Booking required: centrallibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 873 4333

Walkinstown Library: Booking required: walkinstownlibrary@dublincity.ie or 
(01) 222 8890

dublin festival of history 2019
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Registry of Deeds, Henrietta Street 
3rd October at 1pm

LUNCHTIME GUIDED TOUR: FAMILY HISTORY 
SOURCES AT THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS

From 1708 onwards deeds including Wills, Marriage Settlements, Conveyances 
and Mortgages relating to property and land were registered at the Registry 
of Deeds which now holds over 5 million records relating to the entire island 
of Ireland. This guided tour will demonstrate how these records are a valuable 
source for family history.

Booking Required: https://registryofdeedsfamilyhistorytour.eventbrite.ie
@PRA_Ireland

National Library of Ireland,  
Kildare Street 
3rd October at 1pm

GUIDED TOUR: YEATS: THE LIFE AND WORKS OF 
WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS

History and literature come together in this tour of the exhibition on William 
Butler Yeats covering his many interests, including literature, folklore, theatre, 
politics, the occult, and Irish cultural identity.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first served basis  
@NLIreland 

National Print Museum, 
Haddington Road 
3rd October from 2–3.30pm

INTERACTIVE TOUR OF THE  
NATIONAL PRINT MUSEUM

The National Print Museum is the only one of its kind in Ireland. The 
collection is made up largely of letterpress printing equipment, which is a form 
of relief printing, invented by Johannes Gutenberg in 1439. The invention 
is one of the greatest known to mankind and it was the chief manner of 
printing which prevailed for over 500 years before becoming obsolete, in the 
commercial sense, in the mid-twentieth century. The main collection is not 
behind glass or rope, but is instead an example of a working collection - which 
you will see come to life during this print history tour.

Admission is free but booking is required: admin@nationalprintmuseum.ie  
or (01) 660 3770
@NatPrintMuseum

GPO Witness History  
3rd October at 3:30pm

PRIDE REBEL TOUR

Join us for a special guided tour celebrating the diversity of the women and 
men that took part in Ireland’s struggle for social freedom and justice.

Booking required: gpowhevents@shannonheritage.com or (01) 873 2104
@gpowithistory

féile na staire baile átha cliath
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Dublin City Library and Archive, 
138–144 Pearse Street 
3rd October at 6.30pm

WE CHOOSE TO GO TO THE MOON: POLITICS, 
PROGRESS AND APOLLO 11
with Cecelia Hartsell

Marking the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing, this talk will 
reflect on the Cold War politics and conflicting perspectives on progress that 
shaped the American race to the moon.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis

Cabra Library, Navan Road 
3rd October at 6.30pm

THE LIFE OF TRADITIONAL MUSICIAN AND 
FOLKLORIST SÉAMUS ENNIS
with James Curry, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, North West Area)

This year marks the centenary of the birth of Séamus Ennis, a legendary figure 
in both Irish folklore and traditional music circles. To mark the occasion, hear 
the story of this renowned uileann piper from his birth and upbringing in 
Finglas to his career collecting songs and stories and his final years in the Naul, 
north county Dublin. 

Booking required: cabralibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 869 1414 
@DubHistorians @JamesCurryHist

Kevin Street Library 
3rd October at 6.30pm 

TOURISM IN IRELAND IN THE  
20TH CENTURY: SELLING A NATION
with Maeve Casserly, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, South East Area) 

Explore a revolutionary time in the 
Irish tourism industry as Ireland 
went from second city in the British 
Empire to an independent nation. 
Using images from 20th-century 
guidebooks, maps, magazines and 
posters join Maeve to discover how 
we sold the story of Ireland at home 
and abroad. 

No booking required. All welcome on a 
first come, first seated basis 
@DubHistorians @StagingIrishMem

dublin festival of history 2019
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Ballyfermot Library, Ballyfermot Road 
3rd October at 6.30pm

LIMERICK AND OTHER ‘SOVIETS’
with Donal Fallon

Against the backdrop of the Irish War of Independence and the Civil War, 
numerous so-called ‘Soviets’ emerged across Ireland. Most famously, Limerick 
in 1919 witnessed a General Strike against militarism which made international 
headlines as the ‘Limerick Soviet’. Just what motivated these events, and what 
impact did they have on the broader revolution?

Booking required: ballyfermotlibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 626 9324 
@fallon_donal

Malahide Library, 
3rd October at 6.15pm

DAUNTLESS AND DARING – WOMEN OF THE GAEL
with Glynis Casson and Claire Roche

This show tells the stories of six incredibly brave Irish women with their stories 
interspersed with songs related to their lives and accompanied by Claire 
Roche’s harp music. 

Booking Required: malahidelibrary@fingal.ie or (01) 870 4430 
@fingallibraries

Fingal Local Studies & Archives,  
46 North Street, Swords 
3rd October at 6.30pm

VOTERS AND POLITICIANS – ELECTIONS  
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN NORTH  
COUNTY DUBLIN 1898–1925
with Declan Brady

This talk examines the progressive changes in voter franchise and local 
government representation from the Local Government Act in 1898, through 
the Irish Revolution, to the abolition of Rural District Councils in 1925. The 
independence movement used these elections to harness support but also used 
the local bodies as an integral part of the challenging of British rule in Ireland. 

Booking Required: Local.Studies@fingal.ie or (01) 870 4496 
@fingallibraries

School of Theoretical Physics,  
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 
Burlington Road 
3rd October at 6.30pm

THE EARLY WORK OF ERWIN SCHRÖDINGER
with Tony Dorlas

We describe some early contributions by Schrödinger about the quantum 
theory before quantum mechanics, as well as about colour vision.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis 
@StpDias

féile na staire baile átha cliath
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DIAS Dunsink Observatory,  
Dunsink Lane, Castleknock, D15 XR2R 
3rd and 17th October from 7.30pm

DUNSINK OBSERVATORY OPEN NIGHT

Dunsink Observatory has been the national observatory for astronomy 
since 1783 and has been the home to some of Ireland’s greatest scientists, 
including Sir William Rowan Hamilton. Today, the Dublin Institute for 
Advanced Studies run the observatory for meetings, school tours and public 
events. Join DIAS Astrophysics researchers at these open nights to learn all 
about astrophysics.

Booking required at www.dias.ie/dunsink 
@DIASDunsink

Wood Quay Venue, Civic Offices 
4th October from 9am–1pm 

SEMINAR: THE FLOUR AND CORN MILLS OF DUBLIN 

Flour and corn mills were central to the expansion of Dublin from the early 
medieval period, with milling reaching its zenith during the 19th century due 
to population increase and technological advances. Several examples of large 
industrial corn and flour mills, such as Boland’s Mills in Ringsend, remain as 
landmarks within the cityscape and serve as physical reminders of a once 
vibrant industry.

Dublin City Council Archaeology Section in association with the Industrial 
Heritage Association of Ireland present a seminar on the historical context and 
archaeological evidence for the development of corn and flour milling in Dublin.

9am Registration

9.30am Opening Address

9.45am  Colin Rynne - The development of corn and flour mill technology 
in Ireland

10.15am  Claire Walsh - Archaeological evidence of milling in early medieval 
and medieval Dublin

10.45am  Niall Colfer – Corn and flour mills in post-medieval Dublin: 
Distribution, Protection and Reuse

11.15am Tea/coffee break 

11.30am Franc Myles - The rise and fall of the city’s windmills 

12.00pm  Fred Hamond – Location, Location, Location! Revolutionary 
Developments in Dublin’s Milling Industry 

12.30pm Q & A 

Seminar chaired by Dublin City Archaeologist, Ruth Johnson

Booking required: https://flour-corn-mills.eventbrite.ie

dublin festival of history 2019
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Dublin City Library and Archive, 
138–144 Pearse Street 
4th October at 1.10pm

REMEMBERING CATHAL MACDOWELL
with Alyson Gavin, David Flood and James Curry 
(Historian in Residence, Dublin City Council, North West Area)

Born in 1880, Cecil Grange MacDowell had a great interest in Celtic art and 
architecture and the Irish language so much so that he changed his name 
to Cathal MacDubhghaill. He fought in the 1916 Rising and was interned in 
Frongoch. Well-known to his contemporaries as an artist and musician during 
the Irish Revolution - not least through his connection to A Soldier’s Song - 
MacDowell joined the Citizen Army and undertook intelligence work during 
the War of Independence, using his post-Rising position as a draughtsman 
in Dublin Corporation where he was also involved in several notable civic 
schemes of the period for improving the city.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis

Clock Tower, Department of 
Education, Marlborough Street 
4th October at 2.30pm

THE AGE OF INQUIRY: HISTORICAL INQUIRIES  
INTO INSTITUTIONAL CHILD ABUSE IN 
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
with Katie Wright of La Trobe University, Melbourne

This public lecture will map the rise of inquiries into historical institutional 
child abuse – over time and across national contexts – to better understand 
the form and remit of different inquiries, to illuminate global trends and 
national differences and to contextualise the Irish experience of inquiry.

Chair: Eoin O’Sullivan, Trinity College Dublin

Booking required: https://www.eventbrite.ie/e/inquiries-into-institutional-
child-abuse

Richmond Barracks, Inchicore 
4th October at 3pm 

GREYHOUND ON TRAIN
A short play by Carnation Theatre

The War of Independence story that no one has told. Meet four women, not 
ordinary women, but fighters in a struggle to achieve Irish Independence. 
The title refers to the code used by Bridget Fitzpatrick, a central figure in the 
Knocklong Ambush. Greyhound on Train is based on the real testimonies of 
these four revolutionary women.

Booking required: foh2019-richmondgreyhound.eventbrite.ie
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St Agatha’s Hall, Ballybough 
4th October at 6.30pm

WHEN BALLYBOUGH BOOT BOYS RULED THE 
WORLD: BALLYBOUGH AND NORTH STRAND IN 
THE 1970S
with Mary Muldowney 
(Historian in Residence, Dublin City Council, Central Area)

Dublin Corporation employee William Mooney took a series of photographs 
of Dublin in the 1970s, including one of a derelict cottage in Ballybough 
that was covered in graffiti. Mary will show some of the marvellous pictures 
taken by Mooney and others in that decade, and will discuss the changes in 
Ballybough and North Strand then and in the meantime. Sharing of memories 
and stories prompted by the photographs will be welcomed.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis 
@DubHistorians @HIRDubCentral

National Museum of Ireland – 
Decorative Arts & History, 
Collins Barracks 
5th October from 10am–1.30pm

OUT ON DISPLAY: EXPLORING LGBTI+  
HISTORIES IN THE MUSEUM
The last decade has seen positive changes in how Irish cultural institutions 
reflect LGBTI+ history. The exhibition, Rainbow Revolution is the National 
Museum’s first exhibition representing LGBTI+ history. This event will feature 
a broad range of speakers from the LGBTI+ community who will gather to 
explore how Irish museums can best reflect LGBTI+ history by collecting, 
exhibiting, interpreting and engaging with the stories of LGBTI+ people.

Booking required: bookings@museum.ie and Eventbrite 
@NMIreland
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Dublinia, St Michael’s Hill,  
Christ Church, Dublin 8 
5th and 12th October at 11.30am

DUBLINIA FAMILY TOURS
Festival of History fans can get hands on with the city’s past, joining our 
costumed experts for a free family tour of Viking and Medieval Dublin! After 
the tour take a look at our viking weaponry demonstration with living history 
experts Claoimh.

Booking required: bookings@dublinia.ie or (01) 679 4611  
@dubliniaviking 

Seamus Heaney: Listen Now Again, 
Bank of Ireland Cultural &  
Heritage Centre 
5th October at 1pm

BEYOND THE IRON CURTAIN: EASTERN EUROPEAN 
POETS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON HEANEY
with Sophie Doyle 

Join Sophie Doyle, exhibition assistant, as she explores the literary influence of 
Eastern European poets on Seamus Heaney’s work during the dark days of the 
Troubles. She will look at how their work detailing life behind the Iron Curtain 
provided support and guidance for an Irish poet struggling to decipher his 
own political surroundings.

Booking required: heaneyexhibition@nli.ie or (01) 670 6153  
or bit.ly/BeyondtheIronCurtain
@SeamusHeaneyNLI

Dublin Through the Ages,  
the City Walls
Dublin Through the Ages, the City Walls is a new exhibition that 
explores the historical events which shaped the development 
and destruction of Dublin’s Viking and medieval defences. 
It outlines Dublin City Council’s recent work to preserve the 
remaining city walls above and below ground. The exhibition 
is supported by the Heritage Council and the Irish Walled 
Towns Network and will be on display in the public area of Civic 
Offices, Wood Quay during the Dublin Festival of History, after 
which it will tour the city libraries. 
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Dublin City Library and Archive,  
138–144 Pearse Street 
5th October from 10am to 4pm

This seminar accompanies the 
exhibition Goodbye Dublin: the War 
of Independence in the City which is 
on view in Dublin City Library and 
Archive until the end of October 
2019. 

Using a mixture of archival sources 
and film footage, the exhibition 
details the impact on Dubliners’ 
everyday lives, the international 
dimension and the civilian death 
toll in the war between the IRA 
and the Crown forces.

Exhibition tours/talks with Dublin 
City Council historians in residence 
take place every Tuesday at 
11am, Thursday at 1pm and some 
Saturdays. Please book to attend 
on Eventbrite: goodbye-dublin.
eventbrite.ie.

‘SAY YOU WANT A REVOLUTION’ SEMINAR ON THE 
IRISH WAR OF I NDEPENDENCE

A full-day seminar marking the 100th anniversary of the start of the War of 
Independence. Speakers will address the latest research on various aspects of 
the war.

Breandán Mac Suibhne  Our place in a time of violence; Reflections on 
the Tan War in West Donegal

Ailbhe Rogers  1919, Dublin women and the War of 
Independence

Brian Hanley  Loaded with dynamite: Ireland’s global 
revolution

James Scannell  The weapons of the War of Independence 

Anne-Marie McInerney  “My God, man! If you use that, you kill every 
prisoner in Mountjoy”: Imprisonment during 
the Irish War of Independence

Frank Whearity  Aspects of the War of Independence, 1920 in 
North County Dublin; the IRA and the dreaded 
Black and Tans

Michael Robinson  Disabled Irish Great War Veterans during the 
Irish Revolution

Conor McNamara  Behold the Mysteries of Faith; Liam Mellows, a 
life in search of the heroic

John Dorney  The IRA’s Dublin Brigade in the War of 
Independence

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@DCLAReadingRoom
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The Archbishop’s Chapel, Swords 
Castle, Swords 
5th October from 10am–4pm

FINGAL FESTIVAL OF HISTORY 

HISTORY AT THE CASTLE
Presented by Fingal County Council

10am HURLING IN 19TH-CENTURY IRELAND 
with Pat Bracken 

A look at hurling in 19th-century Ireland and pre-1884 and the foundation 
of the GAA. 

11am EVERY TUNE HAS A STORY TO TELL 
Join the Craobh Séan Treacy branch of Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann for a 
narrated journey using music, song and stories illustrating how Irish music and 
history have moved together through the ages. The major instruments of Irish 
music will be featured including the harp, uileann pipes, flute, bodhran and 
concertina. Learn some of the stories behind the music and the instruments 
and be swept away by the beautiful melodies of Irish music tradition.

2pm SHEANCHAÍ IN THE CASTLE
Anthony Nugent from Yarnspinners will serve up a treat of tales from Irish 
mythology including the Ulster Cycle, the Fianna Cycle, the Fairy-Lore, 
Banshee-Lore, the Gobán Saor, Daniel O’Connell and finishing with some 
modern stories about music and musicians.

3pm “MISE AN FEAR CHEOIL” SÉAMUS ENNIS 
with Catriona Crowe 

Séamus Ennis was one of the most important figures in Irish traditional 
music in the 20th century. One valuable aspect of Séamus’ life was his work 
collecting traditional music and song in all parts of Ireland. Mise an Fear Ceoil 
shines an interesting and entertaining light on this part of Séamus’ work. 
Ríonach uí Ógáin tells us about the daily life of the folklore collector at 
that time – the 1940s. Róisín Elsafty, a celebrated sean-nós singer from the 
Conamara Gaeltacht, will perform songs from the Ó Caodháin collection and 
uileann piper Peter Browne will play tunes from both Ó Caodháin and Ennis. 
Part of #Séamus100: Séamus Ennis Centenary Celebrations. 

All events require booking: library.events@fingal.ie 
@fingallibraries
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Little Flower Centre, Meath Street  
6th October from 10am–6pm

FROM THE HUGUENOTS TO INDEPENDENCE:  
A CELEBRATION OF WEAVING IN THE LIBERTIES
Liberties Cultural Association and Dublin City Council present a series of talks 
on weaving and its history in the Liberties, one of the oldest parts of the city. 

Cathy Scuffil Reviving weaving in Dublin 8 

Lindy Taylor Refugee crisis – The coming of the Huguenots

Peter Keenahan Dutch Billys and weavers’ houses in the Liberties

Tony Kiely  Protestant strangers and others: Re-imagining 
the contribution of French Huguenots and their 
descendants to Ireland’s Ancient ‘Patrimoine’

Ellie Cullen Poplin manufacture in the Liberties 

Frank Barry Textiles, politics and the economy pre-Independence

Liz Gillis Revolutionary weavers in the Liberties 

Sean Tapley Michael Mallin, a Liberties patriot 

Talks are on the hour, every hour, and will last approx 45 minutes each. 

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@NMIreland

National Museum of Ireland – 
Decorative Arts & History,  
Collins Barracks 
6th October from 3–4pm 

GREYHOUND ON TRAIN 
A short play by Carnation Theatre

The War of Independence story that no one has told, based on the 
testimonies of these extraordinary women. Elizabeth Bloxham, a protestant 
teacher, pamphleteer, radicaliser. Peg Flanagan - waitress, gun runner, spy, and 
witness to Bloody Sunday. Bridget Fitzpatrick, a central figure in the ambushes 
at Knocklong and Soloheadbeg. A telegram from her that read Greyhound On 
Train was instrumental in securing the escape of Sean Hogan in the famous 
ambush at Knocklong. 

Booking required: bookings@museum.ie
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Seamus Heaney: Listen Now Again, 
Bank of Ireland Cultural &  
Heritage Centre 
7th October at 1.10pm 

‘A LABOUR OF LOVE’: FORGOTTEN HEROES  
OF THE GREAT FAMINE
with Christine Kinealy

The Great Famine of the 1840s has cast a long and dark shadow over 
Ireland. The immediate impact was the death of over one million people and 
the emigration of an even higher number. In the longer-term, the Famine 
changed the cultural, linguistic and psychological development of those who 
survived, epigenetics suggesting that the trauma was transgenerational and 
continued for up to five generations. Tragically, much of the suffering and loss 
was avoidable had the British government and other elite groups responded 
differently.

This presentation will examine the role played by those who came to the 
assistance of the Irish poor without reward or recognition and often at 
great risk to themselves. What was the impact of their actions and what 
motivated them to become involved? The man who master-minded bringing 
relief from North America to Ireland after 1846 was Dutch, had no Irish 
connections, and is largely forgotten today. When asked by a Quaker in 
Dublin why he was helping people whom he did not know, he responded 
that it was ‘a labour of love’. His and stories of other forgotten heroes will be 
explored by Professor Kinealy.

Booking required: heaneyexhibition@nli.ie or (01) 670 6153  
or on Eventbrite: bit.ly/alabouroflove
@SeamusHeaneyNLI

Richmond Barracks, Inchicore 
7th October at 11am

AND

Inchicore Library, Emmet Road 
14th October at 6.30pm

HOUSING CRISIS 1918–1922
with Cathy Scuffil Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, South Central Area)

“Going through these streets and alleys today… there is little or no evidence 
… that there are any of the industries left…. I found in Francis street sixty of 
the houses are marked ‘tenements’ and fourteen ‘ruins’...” Alderman Tom 
Kelly’s description in 1909 of housing conditions in Dublin’s Liberties sets the 
scene for the city’s social housing situation that reached crisis point during the 
second decade of the 20th century. This talk looks at how this was addressed 
despite the troubled times of war and revolution. 

Richmond Barracks (Mondays at the Mess):  
Booking required: foh2019-richmondhousing.eventbrite.ie 

Inchicore Library: Booking required: inchicorelibrary@dublincity.ie  
or (01) 453 3793
@DubHistorians @ScuffilC
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Finglas Library,  
Main Shopping Centre 
7th October at 6:30pm

THE STORY OF DICK MCKEE AND  
FINGLAS’S MCKEE MONUMENT 
with James Curry, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, North West Area) 

Next year will mark the centenary of the death of Finglas resident Dick McKee, a 
senior figure within the Irish Volunteers who along with two other men - Peadar 
Clancy and Conor Clune - was killed in November 1920 while in custody at 
Dublin Castle. This lecture will examine the story of his life and death, as well as 
discussing the 1951 unveiling of the McKee Monument in Finglas Village. 

Booking required: finglaslibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 834 4906 
@DubHistorians @JamesCurryHist

Rathmines Library,  
Lower Rathmines Road 
7th October at 6.30pm

THE PERSONALS: FINDING HISTORY AND 
HUMANITY IN THE SMALL ADS
with Brian O’Connell

For years on radio, journalist and broadcaster Brian O’Connell has been 
trawling the classified ads, telling the stories of the people and items behind 
them and providing a unique snapshot of both past and contemporary Irish 
life. This talk will focus on some of the historical items Brian has spotted for 
sale and gathered as part of his new book, The Personals - the human stories 
behind the small ads. From War of Independence medals to World War 2 
memorabilia, 19th-century hearses to historical autograph collections, we hear 
about some of the fascinating stories of history for sale in the small ads.

Booking required: rathmineslibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 4973539
@OConnellbrian

Irish Film Institute, Eustace Street 
7th October at 6.30pm 

ALCOCK & BROWN - THE TRUE STORY 

Join us for the Dublin premiere of this feature documentary telling the story 
of Captain John Alcock and Lieutenant Arthur Brown who made the first 
non-stop flight across the Atlantic Ocean from Newfoundland to Clifden in 
June 1919. The film explores the lives of these intrepid aviators from their 
childhood fascination with early flying machines to their remarkable transatlantic 
achievement told through evocative newsfilm and interviews with their 
descendants, Connemara locals and aviation historians. Colour/2019/88mins. 

Director Kevin Glynn will attend the screening. 

Booking required: www.ifi.ie 
@IFI_Dub
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Donaghmede Library,  
Donaghmede Shopping Centre 
7th October at 6.30pm

PASSPORTS, PILOTS AND PLANES;  
A HISTORY OF DUBLIN AIRPORT
with Paul O’Kane

Dublin Airport or Collinstown Airport as it was originally known, officially 
opened on 19 January1940 with an Aer Lingus flight to Liverpool. But the 
Collinstown site has an aviation history stretching as far back as 1917, long before 
it was chosen as the location for Dublin’s civil airport. From its ancestry as a 
British military base in 1917, though to a major international airport, this talk 
will focus on how Dublin Airport has developed from one flight a day on grass 
runways to the EU’s 11th largest airport with 31.5 million passengers (2018).

Booking required: donaghmedelibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 848 2833

Dublin City Library and Archive, 
138–144 Pearse Street 
8th October at 1.10pm

THE HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE OF CANADA’S 
NATIVE PEOPLES 
with Brian Titley

The social and economic problems of Canada’s Native peoples or First 
Nations, suggest that something went wrong as they attempted to negotiate 
a place in the emerging modern state. In this presentation Brian will provide 
a survey of the history of policies towards Native peoples by the Canadian 
state with a focus on land, treaties, repressive measures, and the dark legacy of 
residential schools.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis

Glasnevin Cemetery Museum 
8th October at 3pm

DEALING WITH DEATH: GLASNEVIN CEMETERY 
AND THE INFLUENZA PANDEMIC 1918–19
with Conor Dodd

This talk will explore the impact of the 1918-19 influenza pandemic on 
Ireland’s largest cemetery and the unique set of challenges that faced its staff.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@glasnevinmuseum @conordodd1
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Kevin Street Library 
8th October at 6.30pm

SILK, FEATHERS, FUR: SOFT ARMOUR IN 
DEPRESSION-ERA WOMAN’S PICTURES
with Megan McGurk

Designers such as Adrian in MGM, Travis Banton in Paramount, and Orry-
Kelly in Warner Brothers created an aesthetic for women on screen that 
made them bulletproof to the dangers they encountered living in a man’s 
world. Women such as Garbo, Joan Crawford, Jean Harlow, Marlene Dietrich, 
Miriam Hopkins, and Kay Francis deployed fashion as a shield of protection 
throughout the turbulent 1930s. The top studio designers established a rule 
of glamour that had less to do with sexual allure and everything to do with 
women’s agency.

No booking required, all welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@MeganMcGurk 

Raheny Library, Howth Road  
8th October at 6.30pm

‘THE REPORT FROM BLACKSOD’:  
BRITISH-IRISH WARTIME RELATIONS AND THE 
D-DAY WEATHER FORECAST
with Michael Kennedy

In June 2019 the 75th anniversary of D-Day focussed attention on how Ted and 
Maura Sweeney’s weather report from Blacksod Lighthouse in Mayo enabled 
Operation Overlord, the Allied liberation of occupied Europe, to commence on 
6 June 1944. Michael Kennedy will use secret Met Éireann and Department of 
Foreign Affairs files, declassified Allied records and Defence Forces intelligence 
reports to focus on D-Day from the perspective of neutral Ireland.

Booking required: rahenylibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 831 5521

Drumcondra Library, 
Millmount Avenue 
8th October at 6.30pm

‘SOMETHING DEEP WAS STIRRING’:  
1969, THE BIRTH OF THE TROUBLES AND THE 
SOUTH’S RESPONSE
with Brian Hanley

In August 1969 thousands of people demonstrated in expressions of 
emotional solidarity with northern nationalists, as news spread of violence in 
Belfast, Derry and elsewhere. As refugees fled south, many donated to funds 
for Northern relief while a cross section of society pledged themselves to aid 
‘our people’ north of the border. Many sensed an end to partition itself was in 
the offing. In this 50th anniversary year of the start of the Troubles, Brian will 
consider why this mood emerged and where did it go?

Booking required: drumcondralibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 837 7206
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Outreach Room,  
Registry of Deeds, Henrietta Street
8th October at 6.30pm

DUBLIN HOUSE PRICES: A 300 YEAR HISTORY OF 
BOOM AND BUST 1708–2008
with Karl Deeter, Frank Quinn and Simon Farrell

Based on extensive research at the Registry of Deeds the three speakers 
traced 300 years of house sales across 10 key streets in Dublin city in order 
to compile a comprehensive house price index. This lecture will analyse the 
historical volatility of Dublin’s property market, and what lessons from history 
can be applied today. 

Booking required: https://registryofdeedsfestivalofhistorylecture2019.
eventbrite.ie
@PRA_Ireland @karldeeter @BlackrockFEI 

National Library of Ireland,  
Kildare Street 
8th October at 7pm

ICONIC & IRISH, 1829–2019: DANIEL O’CONNELL 
IN VISUAL HISTORY, A REVISIT FOR THE 190TH 
ANNIVERSARY OF CATHOLIC EMANCIPATION
with Sylvie Kleinman

In his day Daniel O’Connell was instantly recognisable to people, and among 
the myriad of satirical cartoons are often flattering portrayals. Though some of 
these are well known, the National Library of Ireland holds a unique collection 
including visual lampoons of O’Connell that he had gathered in his lifetime 
which this talk will showcase. It will also highlight how fundamental his political 
image was in British-Irish relations. 

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@NLIreland

National Museum of Ireland – 
Decorative Arts & History,  
Collins Barracks 
9th October from11–11.45am

TOUR OF ALISON LOWRY’S  
(A)DRESSING OUR HIDDEN TRUTHS

Join artist Alison Lowry, in a guided tour of her exhibition, (A)Dressing Our Hidden 
Truths. Lowry will talk about her practice as an artist and about the development of 
this exhibition, as an artistic response to the legacy of mother and baby homes and 
Magdalene laundries. Please note that, due to the sensitivity of the topics addressed 
in this exhibition, this tour is intended for an adult audience only. 

Booking required: bookings@museum.ie
@NMIreland
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Royal Irish Academy, 
19 Dawson Street 
9th October at 1pm

RE-IMAGINING MOORE
with Harry White

Professor of Music at UCD Harry White will uncover the life of Ireland’s 
famous poet, singer and songwriter. This lunchtime lecture accompanies 
the Library’s current exhibition ‘Discovering Thomas Moore: Ireland in 
nineteenth-century Europe’. 

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@Library_RIA

Dublin Port Centre
9th October at 1pm

IRELAND’S PART IN WW1,  
THE ENDGAME 1917–18

Join David Snook as he looks at the submarine war fought around Ireland in 
the last two years of World War One. The endgame began with the German 
move to unrestricted submarine warfare in February 1917 which brought the 
USA into the war. The U-boats targeted the supply chain of British merchant 
ships. From September 1918 their multinational crews were issued with an 
identity card which included a passport style photo. One in fifteen of this 
workforce was Irish. David will use the archive to develop his story and its 
impact on Dublin port. 

Booking required: http://dublinport.eventbrite.com
@DublinPortCo

Central Library, ILAC Centre 
9th October at 1.10pm

‘THE BALM OF LAUGHTER’: 
CARTOONS AND THE IRISH
with Felix Larkin

Cartoons fit comfortably into what Vivian Mercier called the “Irish comic 
tradition”, arguably the central tradition of Irish and Anglo-Irish literature. Felix 
will give an overview of the history of Irish cartoons (from Mathew Carey’s 
Volunteers’ Journal to Martyn Turner) and of cartoons about the Irish (from 
Daniel O’Connell to Brexit).

Booking required: centrallibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 873 4333
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Monday 30th September
Lodgers and Landladies: the forgotten world 
of life in 'digs', c. 1890-1920

6.30pm Rush Library

Irish Nationalism in London during the War 
of Independence, 1919 – 1921

6.30pm Blanchardstown Library

Impressions of a Visitor to Dublin in 1806-07 6.30pm Baldoyle Library

Tuesday 1st October
Surgery at the Edward Worth Library 11am & 

2pm
The Edward Worth Library, 
Dr Steevens’ Hospital

Frank O’Connor, the War of Independence, 
and ‘Guests of the Nation’

6.30pm Pembroke Library

Buck Whaley’s Jerusalem adventure 6.30pm Raheny Library

The rise and fall of John Spicer’s ‘Model Bakery’ 
Balbriggan (part 1, 1904 to c.1942)

6.30pm Balbriggan Library

The Periodic Table at 150 6.30pm Drumcondra Library

Wednesday 2nd October
Behind the maps: Navigating the Irish Historic Towns Atlas 10.30am Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street

Irish Revolution class 1916 – 1923 (12 week course) 11am Ballymun Library

Women in the history of science 1pm City Hall, Dame Street 

Curator’s tour of the exhibition: A Modern 
Eye: Helen Hooker O'Malley's Ireland

1pm National Library Photographic 
Archive, Temple Bar

Autumn Lecture Series: the Anglo-Normans in Ireland 1pm National Museum of Ireland, Kildare Street

Generation Games: National Museum Workshop 3pm Charleville Mall Library

Good Bye, Lenin! The Berlin Wall in German Cinema 6.30pm Goethe-Institut Irland, 37 Merrion Square

Dublin’s housing crisis in revolutionary times (1913-1923) 6.30pm Dolphin’s Barn Library

The War of Independence and Mountjoy Prison 6.30pm Phibsboro Library

‘Rethinking the World’ – Bauhaus celebrates 100 years 6.30pm Raheny Library 

Jews and Protestants in the era of the Tan war 6.30pm Ballymun Library

Festival Programme
At a Glance
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Thursday 3rd October
Surgery at the Edward Worth Library 11am & 

2pm
The Edward Worth Library, 
Dr Steevens’ Hospital

Lunchtime tour: Family history sources at the Registry of Deeds 1pm Registry of Deeds, Henrietta Street

Guided tour: Yeats: the life and works of William Butler Yeats 1pm National Library of Ireland, Kildare Street

The Revolutionary and the Soldier: a love greater than all divisions 1.10pm Central Library, ILAC centre

Interactive Tour of the National Print Museum 2pm National Print Museum, Haddington Road

Pride Rebel Tour 3.30pm GPO Witness History

Dauntless and Daring – Women of the Gael 6.15pm Malahide Library

We choose to go to the moon: politics, progress and Apollo 11 6.30pm Dublin City Library & Archive

The life of traditional musician and folklorist Séamus Ennis 6.30pm Cabra Library

Limerick and other 'Soviets' 6.30pm Ballyfermot Library

Tourism in Ireland in the 20th century: selling a nation 6.30pm Kevin Street

Voters and politicians - elections and local government 
in North County Dublin, 1898–1925

6.30pm Fingal Local Studies & Archives, Swords

The early work of Erwin Schrödinger 6.30pm DIAS, Burlington Road

DIAS Dunsink Observatory Open Night 7.30pm Dunsink Observatory, Castleknock

Friday 4th October 
Seminar: The flour and corn mills of Dublin 9am Wood Quay Venue, Civic Offices

Remembering Cathal MacDowell 1.10pm Dublin City Library & Archive

The age of inquiry: historical inquiries into institutional child abuse 2.30pm Clock Tower, Department of 
Education and Skills

Carnation Theatre’s Greyhound on Train 3pm Richmond Barracks, Inchicore

Walk: Ballads, beats and Beatles: a musical history of Dublin 6pm Dublin city

When Ballybough Boot Boys ruled the world 6.30pm St Agatha’s Hall, Ballybough 
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Saturday 5th October
Seminar: ‘Say you want a revolution’ the Irish War of Independence 10am–4pm Dublin City Library & Archive

Fingal Festival of History: History at the Castle 10am–4pm Swords Castle

Out on Display: Exploring LGBTI+ histories in the museum 10am–
1.30pm

National Museum of Ireland, 
Collins Barracks

Walk of Merrion Square 11am Merrion Square 

Dublinia Family Tours 11.30am Dublinia, St Michael’s Hill, Christ Church

Walk: Medieval Dublin 1pm Dublin city

Beyond the Iron Curtain: Eastern European 
poets and their influence on Heaney

1pm Seamus Heaney: Listen Now Again, Bank 
of Ireland Cultural & Heritage Centre

Sunday 6th October
From the Huguenots to Independence: a 

celebration of weaving in the Liberties

10am–6pm Little Flower Centre, Meath Street

Walk of Herbert Park 11am Herbert Park

Walk: Constance Wilde and fashion reform 3pm Dublin city

Carnation Theatre’s Greyhound on Train 3pm National Museum of Ireland, 
Collins Barracks

Monday 7th October
Mondays at the Mess: Housing crisis 1918-1922 11am Richmond Barracks, Inchicore

‘A labour of love’: forgotten heroes of the Great Famine 1.10pm Seamus Heaney: Listen Now Again, Bank 
of Ireland Cultural & Heritage Centre

The story of Dick McKee and Finglas’s McKee monument 6.30pm Finglas Library

The Personals: finding history and humanity in the small ads 6.30pm Rathmines Library

Passports, Pilots and Planes; a history of Dublin Airport 6.30pm Donaghmede Library

Film: Alcock and Brown – the true story 6.30pm IFI, Temple Bar 
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Tuesday 8th October
Surgery at the Edward Worth Library 11am & 

2pm
The Edward Worth Library, 
Dr Steevens’ Hospital

The historical experience of Canada’s Native peoples 1.10pm Dublin City Library & Archive

Dealing with death: Glasnevin Cemetery and 
the influenza pandemic 1918-19

3pm Glasnevin Cemetery Museum

Silk, Feathers, Fur: soft armour in Depression-era woman’s pictures 6.30pm Kevin Street Library

‘The report from Blacksod’: British-Irish wartime 
relations and the D-Day weather forecast

6.30pm Raheny Library

'Something deep was stirring': 1969, the birth of 
the Troubles and the south's response

6.30pm Drumcondra Library 

Dublin house prices: a 300 year history of boom and bust 1708-2008 6.30pm Registry of Deeds, Henrietta Street

Iconic & Irish, 1829-2019: Daniel O'Connell in visual history 7pm National Library of Ireland, Kildare Street

Wednesday 9th October
Behind the maps: Navigating the Irish Historic Towns Atlas 10.30am Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street

Tour of Alison Lowry’s (A)dressing Our Hidden Truths 11am National Museum of Ireland, 
Collins Barracks.

Re-imagining Moore 1pm Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street

Ireland’s part in World War 1: the endgame, 1917-18 1pm Dublin Port Centre

Autumn Lecture Series: the Anglo-Normans in Ireland 1pm National Museum of 
Ireland, Kildare Street

‘The balm of laughter’ Cartoons and the Irish 1.10pm Central Library, ILAC centre

The 10 dark secrets of the Irish Revolution Show 2.30pm Charleville Mall Library

The history of Irish banknotes 6pm Central Bank of Ireland, 72-
82 North Wall Quay

The Liffey’s place in the development of Dublin 6pm Dublin City Library & Archive

The Wall – The Berlin Wall in German Cinema 6.30pm Goethe-Institut Irland, 37 Merrion Square

The Revolutionary and the Soldier: a love greater than all divisions 6.30pm Walkinstown Library

Rosie Hackett and the Rosie Hackett Bridge 6.30pm Marino Library

Charles Wogan and the 1719 rescue of 
Princess Maria Clementina Sobieska

6.30pm Terenure Library

An Irish wolfhound, a hare and a salmon: how 
Ireland got a new coinage ‘distinctly our own’

6.30pm Ringsend Library

The Mansion House and the Irish Revolution 6.30pm Inchicore Library
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Thursday 10th October
Surgery at the Edward Worth Library 11am & 

2pm
The Edward Worth Library, 
Dr Steevens’ Hospital

Lunchtime tour: Famous Irish figures at the Registry of Deeds 1pm Registry of Deeds, Henrietta Street

Guided tour: World War Ireland: Exploring the Irish Experience 1pm National Library of Ireland, Kildare Street

Making Waves: Ocean liners, design and glamour 1900-1960 1.10pm Central Library, ILAC centre

The past presented: the presentation of 
narratives, objects and public memory

2–4pm The LAB Gallery, Foley Street

Tale of Two Soldiers, a guided tour 3.30pm GPO Witness History

Ethel Voynich: transnational revolutionary 5.30pm EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum, CHQ

An Irish wolfhound, a hare and a salmon: how 
Ireland got a new coinage ‘distinctly our own’

6.30pm Kevin Street Library

Film: Suffragette Hats Stories 6.30pm Richmond Barracks

Muhammad Ali and the Irish press 6.30pm Cabra Library

The Border and the Democratic Programme in the era of the Tan war 6.30pm Donaghmede Library

‘You cannot reason in an abstract way when you see men dying 
in the streets’: Count Paul Strzelecki and famine relief in Ireland

6.30pm Ballyfermot Library

The thoughts of Hamilton and Schrödinger 
that stood the test of time

6.30pm DIAS, Burlington Road

Play: Once upon a time in Dublin West 7pm Familibase Ballyfermot

Drumcondra: the emergence of a suburb 7pm DCU, St Patrick’s Campus, Drumcondra

’Betrayed by friend and foe alike': the unlikely collusion of politicians 
and prelates in the Disestablishment of the Church of Ireland

8pm St Ann’s Church, Dawson Street 

Friday 11th October
Dáil on the run – September 1919 11.30am Dublin Adult Learning Centre, 

3 Mountjoy Square

Social history of the Liberties 1–3pm Warrenmount House, Dublin 8 

Stories for our times: retelling the Norse myths 1 pm Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street

Past Inspirations: Poetry reading 2.30pm Richmond Barracks, Inchicore

Saturday 12th October
Seminar: The Viking Age: Dynasties, digs and discoveries 9am – 1pm Wood Quay Venue, Civic Offices

Alternative Kilmainham Gaol 10am & 1pm Kilmainham Gaol

Dublinia Family Tours 11.30am Dublinia, St Michael’s 
Hill, Christ Church

Fabric and Fashion: from silk weaving to Singer 2 - 5pm City Assembly House, 
South William Street

Walk: Dublin’s Church of Ireland churches 2pm Dublin city

The man and the cup: the story of Sam Maguire 2.30pm Charleville Mall Library
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Sunday 13th October
Walk: Suffragette in the City 11am St Stephen's Green

Walk: Ballads, beats and Beatles: a musical history of Dublin 3pm Dublin city

Monday 14th October
DIAS: 50 years as space research pioneer 6pm DIAS, Burlington Road

Housing crisis 1918-1922 6.30pm Inchicore Library

Louisa Conolly in Blackrock: from sea bathing to renovating 6.30pm Rathmines Library

Sharing Stories: an introduction to oral history in Ireland 6.30pm Terenure Library

The Military Service (1916-23) Pensions Collection 6.30pm Ballymun Library

An introduction to the life and work of Harry Clarke 6.30pm Phibsboro Library

Porajmos: the Roma genocide 6.30pm Finglas Library

Tuesday 15th October
Surgery at the Edward Worth Library 11am & 

2pm
The Edward Worth Library, 
Dr Steevens’ Hospital

Diving Bell: the object that became a museum 1pm Dublin Port Centre

The astronomical times of Dunsink Observatory 1.10pm National Library of Ireland, Kildare Street

‘This cemetery is a treacherous place’: the appropriation of political, 
cultural and class ownership of Glasnevin Cemetery, 1832 to 1909

3pm Glasnevin Cemetery Museum

Lemon's Pure Sweets – a history 6.30pm Drumcondra Library

The astronomical times of Dunsink Observatory 6.30pm Cabra Library

Wednesday 16th October
Wartime, women and work 1.10pm Central Library, ILAC centre

November Days – Voices and Choices  
The Berlin Wall in German Cinema

6.30pm Goethe-Institut Irland, 
37 Merrion Square

Migrants or mercenaries? Irish Soldiers who 
fought for South American independence

6.30pm Marino Library

Charwomen and work in early twentieth-century Dublin 6.30pm Walkinstown Library

Women in Dublin in the era of the Tan war 6.30pm Raheny Library

The Forgotten Five: the afterlives of the Maamtrasna prisoners 6.30pm Kilmainham Gaol 

Play: Once upon a time in Dublin West 7pm Familibase Ballyfermot

Decade of Commemorations Quiz 7pm Oak Room, Mansion House
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Thursday 17th October
Surgery at the Edward Worth Library 11am & 

2pm
The Edward Worth Library, 
Dr Steevens’ Hospital

Writing the Script: letters and literacy in Medieval Ireland 12 & 
1.30pm

Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street

Lunchtime tour: Historic buildings at the Registry of Deeds 1pm Registry of Deeds, Henrietta Street

Walk: Diplomatic Dublin 1.10pm Dublin city

Words, images and everyday objects: Connecting the past 3pm Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street

Provincial Tours – Ulster, a guided tour 3.30pm GPO Witness History

Uinseann MacEoin: a "Rebel Preservationist" 6pm 14 Henrietta Street

Muhammad Ali and the Irish press 6.30pm Donaghmede Library

On the trail of forgotten women in Irish history 6.30pm Kevin Street Library

DIAS Dunsink Observatory Open Night 7.30pm Dunsink Observatory, Castleknock

Friday 18th October
Robert Barton: the Wicklow landlord who became a key 
player in the struggle for independence, 1918-1922

11am Richmond Barracks, Inchicore

Dublin: one city, four maps 3pm Dr Steevens’ Hospital

War of Independence panel 5.30pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Missing workplaces: the Dublin Metropolitan Cattle Market 7pm Prussia Street Community Centre

The Hitler years: triumph 1933 - 1939 7pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Republic of Shame: stories from Ireland’s 
institutions for ‘fallen women’

8.30pm Printworks, Dublin Castle
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Saturday 19th October
The Crusades 11am Printworks, Dublin Castle

Irish Research Council Hub: History in unexpected places 12.15 & 
2.15pm

Poddle Room, Dublin Castle

Great Irish speeches 1pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Alternative Kilmainham Gaol 2pm Kilmainham Gaol

Kremlin Winter: Russia and the second coming of Vladimir Putin 3pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Tales from the Military Service Pensions Collection 4pm Poddle Room, Dublin Castle

Six months that changed the world: the Paris Peace Conference, 1919 5pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Dominion: how Christianity shaped the Western mind 7pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Sunday 20th October
Children of the Troubles 11am Printworks, Dublin Castle

The genesis of the Government of Ireland Act 
and the partition of Ireland: 100 years on

12 – 2pm Poddle Room, Dublin Castle

Does historical accuracy in film really matter? 12.45pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Alternative Kilmainham Gaol 2pm Kilmainham Gaol

Behold America: a history of America First and the American Dream 2.30pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Stories from the Military Service Pensions Collection 4pm Poddle Room, Dublin Castle

The Patient Assassin - Amritsar 4.15pm Printworks, Dublin Castle

Big Sister, Little Sister, Red sister: three women 
at the heart of 20th-century China

6pm Printworks, Dublin Castle
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Charleville Mall Library, North Strand
9th October at 2.30pm

THE 10 DARK SECRETS OF THE IRISH REVOLUTION
with Paddy Cullivan

A fascinating historical entertainment bringing you the vital moments 
and darkest secrets of the Irish Revolution 1916–23 through visuals, 
narrative and song.

Booking required: charlevillemalllibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 874 9619
@paddycullivan

Central Bank of Ireland,  
72–82 North Wall Quay 
9th of October at 6pm

THE HISTORY OF IRISH BANKNOTES
Panel discussion with Louis O’Byrne and Jonathan Calloway,  
chaired by Sinead McDonnell

Hear the story of Irish banknotes, from their design to the meaning behind the 
artwork and finally to their impact on Ireland as an independent nation during 
the 20th century. A must for banknote enthusiasts. 

Booking required: Recordsandarchives@centralbank.ie
@centralbank_ie

Dublin City Library and Archive, 
138 –144 Pearse Street 
9th October at 6pm

THE LIFFEY’S PLACE IN THE DEVELOPMENT  
OF DUBLIN
with Christopher Moriarty, Old Dublin Society

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis

Marino Library, Marino Mart 
9th October at 6.30pm

ROSIE HACKETT AND THE ROSIE HACKETT BRIDGE
with James Curry, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, North West Area)

In 2014 the Rosie Hackett Bridge over the River Liffey was officially opened. 
This lecture will tell the story of how the bridge came to be named, and 
discuss the life of Rosie Hackett, an Irish revolutionary and trade unionist who 
lived in Marino for several decades before her death in 1976.

Booking required: marinolibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 833 6297
@DubHistorians @JamesCurryHist
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Terenure Library, Templeogue Road 
9th October at 6.30pm

CHARLES WOGAN AND THE 1719 RESCUE OF 
PRINCESS MARIA CLEMENTINA SOBIESKA 
with Richard Maher

Hear the fascinating story of Irishman Sir Charles Wogan who masterminded 
and carried out the rescue of Polish princess Maria Clementina (later mother 
to Bonnie Prince Charlie) from Innsbruck, Austria. Helped by a group of Irish 
people, including two women, Wogan spirited away the princess in the middle 
of the night. They were pursued across the Alps by agents of the Holy Roman 
Empire and suffered all kinds of set-backs until they finally reached the Italian 
states where Maria Clementina was married to James Stuart III, exiled claimant 
to the thrones of Britain and Ireland. 

Booking required: terenurelibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 222 8700

Ringsend Library  
9th October at 6.30pm

AND

Kevin Street Library 
10th October at 6.30pm

AN IRISH WOLFHOUND, A HARE AND A SALMON: 
HOW IRELAND GOT A NEW COINAGE ‘DISTINCTLY 
OUR OWN’
with Maeve Casserly, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, South East Area)

In 1928 the Free State launched a new Irish coinage, whose designs were 
used until the Euro’s introduction in 2002. Explore the long, interesting and 
somewhat contentious process which created these beautiful coins and their 
importance for the new Irish nation. 

Ringsend Library: Booking required: ringsendlibrary@dublincity.ie 
or (01) 6680063 

Kevin Street Library: No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first 
seated basis 
@DubHistorians @StagingIrishMem

Inchicore Library, Emmet Road  
9th October at 6.30pm

THE MANSION HOUSE AND THE IRISH REVOLUTION
with Micheal MacDonncha

In the revolutionary years 1912–1923, Dublin’s Mansion House was central to 
the struggle for national independence and the focus of many important social 
and political events – this talk will uncover the details.

Booking required: inchicorelibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 4533793 

Registry of Deeds, Henrietta Street 
10th October at 1pm

LUNCHTIME GUIDED TOUR: FAMOUS IRISH 
FIGURES AT THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS

The Registry of Deeds holds continuous records relating to property 
transactions from the 25 March 1708 known as memorials. This guided tour 
focuses on the lives and properties of some of the influential figures in Irish 
political and literary history who have signed the memorials. 

Booking Required: https://registryofdeedsfamouspeople.eventbrite.ie 
@PRA_Ireland
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National Library of Ireland,  
Kildare Street 
10th October at 1pm

GUIDED TOUR: WORLD WAR IRELAND:  
EXPLORING THE IRISH EXPERIENCE

Find out about the Irish experience ‘over there’ and on the home front during 
WWI through our collections of letters, diaries, recruiting posters, newspaper 
reports, cartoons, and leaflets.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first served basis
@NLIreland

Central Library, ILAC Centre 
10th October at 1.10pm

MAKING WAVES: OCEAN LINERS, DESIGN AND 
GLAMOUR 1900–1960
with Teresa Breathnach 

This talk explores the romance of the great 20th-century ocean liners and the 
role that design played in their promotion as symbols of glamour and modernity. 

Booking required: centrallibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 873 4333

GPO Witness History  
10th October at 3:30pm

TALE OF TWO SOLDIERS, A GUIDED TOUR WITH 
ALEX GOODMAN 

This special guided tour will lead you through the events of the Easter Rising 
through the experiences of an Irish Rebel and a member of the British 
Crown Forces.

Booking required: gpowhevents@shannonheritage.com or (01) 873 2104
@gpowithistory

Richmond Barracks
10th October at 6.30pm

FILM: SUFFRAGETTE HATS STORIES 

In 2018 one hundred women from the Inchicore area of Dublin made hats to 
mark the 100th anniversary of some women in Ireland getting the vote and to 
remember Countess Markievicz who was elected to the St Patrick’s Ward in 
the 1918 general election. This film tells the story of the project accompanied 
by a post-screening discussion with crafter and project co-ordinator Marja 
Almqvist and others involved. 

Booking required: foh19-richmondsuffragette.eventbrite.ie
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Cabra Library, Navan Road 
10th October at 6.30pm

AND

Donaghmede Library,  
Donaghmede Shopping Centre 
17th October at 6.30pm

MUHAMMAD ALI AND THE IRISH PRESS
with James Curry, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, North West Area)

Three times boxing heavyweight champion of the world, Muhammad Ali was 
arguably the most famous athlete of the twentieth century. As well as discussing 
his links with Ireland, this talk will examine how some of the most famous fights 
of ‘The Greatest’ were covered in leading Irish newspapers of the day. 

Cabra Library: Booking required: cabralibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 869 1414

Donaghmede Library: Booking required: donaghmedelibrary@dublincity.ie or 
(01) 848 2833

Donaghmede Library,  
Donaghmede Shopping Centre
10th October at 6.30pm

THE BORDER AND THE DEMOCRATIC PROGRAMME 
IN THE ERA OF THE TAN WAR
Cormac Moore (Historian in Residence, Dublin City Council, North 
Central Area), Padraig Yeats and host Berni Dwan with music by Eddie 
Sherlock and Eoin Dillion

Part of the Near FM series on Dublin in the time of the Black and Tans, 
1920/21. Each event will be recorded for broadcast on Near FM community 
radio at a later date. 

Booking required: donaghmedelibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 848 2833

Ballyfermot Library, Ballyfermot Road
10th October at 6.30pm

This talk accompanies the 
exhibition A Forgotten Polish 
Hero of the Great Irish Famine: 
Paul Strzelecki’s Struggle to Save 
Thousands on display in Ballyfermot 
Library from 1st - 31st October
www.strzelecki.ie

‘YOU CANNOT REASON IN AN ABSTRACT WAY WHEN 
YOU SEE MEN DYING IN THE STREETS’: COUNT PAUL 
STRZELECKI AND FAMINE RELIEF IN IRELAND
with Emily Mark Fitzgerald

 This talk will discuss the fascinating life 
and work of Paul Strzelecki, a Polish 
count whose humanitarian work during 
the 1840s Irish Famine saved the lives 
of thousands. An explorer, scientist 
and polymath who travelled the globe, 
Strzelecki volunteered to assist with relief 
efforts during the worst years of the 
Famine crisis, developing an innovative 
relief scheme to feed children through 
the school system. His achievements 
and heroism are recognised in a new 
exhibition by the Polish Embassy in 
Ireland, in collaboration with historians 
from University College Dublin and 
Queen’s University Belfast.

Booking required: ballyfermotlibrary@
dublincity.ie or (01) 626 9324
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Annie Moore Room,  
EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum, 
CHQ 
10th October at 5.30 pm

ETHEL VOYNICH, TRANSNATIONAL 
REVOLUTIONARY 
with Angela Byrne

Cork-born Ethel Voynich was raised in London, where she became involved in 
anarchist circles and translated the writings of exiled Ukrainian revolutionary, 
Stepniak. She travelled around Russia in 1887–9, teaching music and 
associating with radicals. Her novel, The Gadfly (1897) inspired communists 
worldwide for decades – but by 1917, she had moved away from radical 
politics. This talk details her transnational radical networks and asks, what was 
the extent of her involvement in the Russian revolutionary movement? 

Booking required: https://ethelvoynich.eventbrite.ie 
@EPICMuseumCHQ

School of Theoretical Physics,  
Dublin Institute of Advanced Studies, 
Burlington Road  
10th October at 6.30pm

THE THOUGHTS OF HAMILTON AND 
SCHRÖDINGER THAT STOOD THE TEST OF TIME
with Luuk Coopmans

The scientific breakthroughs that drive the technology sector today could 
not have become reality without the efforts of some brilliant minds. In this 
historical lecture Luuk will describe the original thoughts of William Rowan 
Hamilton and Erwin Schrödinger that led to the modern quantum revolution.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@StpDias

St Patrick’s Campus, 
 Drumcondra Room D210 
10th October at 7pm

DRUMCONDRA: THE EMERGENCE OF A SUBURB
with James Kelly and Ruth McManus

Drumcondra was transformed from a small scattering of houses in the 
eighteenth century to become one of the city’s significant suburbs in the 
nineteenth century. This presentation, which will be in two parts (the first on 
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries by James Kelly and the second 
on the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by Ruth McManus) will 
explore this process.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
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Familibase Ballyfermot,  
Blackditch Road, Ballyfermot 
10th and 16th of October at 7pm

ONCE UPON A TIME IN DUBLIN WEST
A short play by Dylan Henvey

This year is the 850th anniversary of the Norman invasion of Ireland. The play 
begins in July 1307 at Ballyfermot Castle where the Fitzwilliam family are in 
residence when messengers arrive with a letter marked with the Royal seal: 
Edward I (Longshanks ) is dead and his son Edward II is to succeed him. The 
new king appoints Piers Gaveston as Lord lieutenant of Ireland with orders 
to crush the Gaelic clans the O’Tooles and the O’Byrnes who have resisted 
and raided the Norman settlements for decades. In a play full of action, 
adventure, intrigue and betrayal learn how these events changed the lives of 
the Fitzwilliam family and Ballyfermot forever.

A Jack of All trades production, directed and produced by Craig Gahan (Jack 
of all Trades) and Billy Mangan (Basement productions). 

Booking required: please email Dylanhenvey14@gmail.com

St Ann’s Church, Dawson Street 
10th October at 8pm 

‘BETRAYED BY FRIEND AND FOE ALIKE’: THE 
UNLIKELY COLLUSION OF POLITICIANS AND 
PRELATES IN THE DISESTABLISHMENT OF THE 
CHURCH OF IRELAND
with Miriam Moffitt

A talk to mark the 150th anniversary of the disestablishment of the Church of 
Ireland, presented by the Church of Ireland Historical Society.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis

Dublin Adult Learning Centre,  
3 Mountjoy Square 
11th October at 11.30am

DÁIL ON THE RUN – SEPTEMBER 1919 
with Mary Maher and James Curry, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, North West Area)

On 21 January 1919 the first meeting of Dáil Éireann took place in the 
Mansion House while Ireland was still under British rule. By September the 
British authorities had proscribed the Dáil and it went “underground”. One of 
the places it met was Alderman Walter Cole’s house at 3 Mountjoy Square. 
Don’t miss this fascinating story of secret meetings and a hidden Treaty 
document complete with a tour of this beautiful Georgian house. 

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis 
@DALCDublin
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Warrenmount House, Dublin 8 
11th October from 1–3pm

SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE LIBERTIES 
Presented by the Liberties Cultural Association (LCA)

Colin Farrell from the LCA will talk about his documentary film on the social 
life of the Liberties, filmed during 2019, which concentrates on the Meath 
Street area. James Madigan from the LCA and Luke Murphy and Criostoir Mac 
Carthaigh from the National Folklore Collection will talk about the progress of 
their collaboration, The Liberties Folklore Project.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis

Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street 
11th October at 1pm

STORIES FOR OUR TIMES?  
RETELLING THE NORSE MYTHS
with Tom Birkett

Tom’s book, The Norse Myths, is the latest in a long line of retellings of the 
myths and legends of medieval Scandinavia. Working on the book presented 
an opportunity to reflect on the longstanding creative appeal of the myths and 
also the extraordinary resurgence of interest in recent years: what exactly is it 
about the Vikings and the stories of the Norse gods that makes them such a 
source of fascination for a twenty-first-century audience? Tom will consider 
some of the points of connection, and fracture, that a popular retelling rests 
upon, and suggest ways that a reworking of traditional material can be used to 
speak to contemporary concerns whilst also seeking to remain faithful to the 
medieval sources.

Booking required: https://storiesforourtimes.eventbrite.ie 

Richmond Barracks 
11th October at 2.30pm 

PAST INSPIRATIONS
with poet Catherine Phil MacCarthy and historian Fionnuala Walsh

Old documents, paintings, maps and images help us trace the past and 
uncover our history but poets look at primary documents in a different way to 
historians. Catherine has been inspired to write poems about various history 
topics and will read some of her history poems while historian Fionnuala 
Walsh will contextualise the time for us. Expect to hear about Michael Davitt, 
Countess Markievicz, Irish artists, and gathering spaghnum moss during the 
First World War.

Booking required: foh19-richmondpoetry.eventbrite.ie
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Wood Quay Venue, Civic Offices 
12th October from 9am to 1pm

SEMINAR: THE VIKING AGE: DYNASTIES, 
DIGS AND DISCOVERIES 

Dublin City Council, Dublinia, the National Museum of Ireland, the National 
University of Ireland, the Royal Norwegian Embassy in Dublin and Dublin 
Festival of History are pleased to present a seminar to celebrate Ireland and 
Norway’s shared Viking heritage.

The seminar will explore historical, archaeological and literary connections 
between Ireland and Norway, and will focus on ruling dynasties and 
urbanisation in the Viking Age. 

9am  Registration followed by opening address at 9.30

9.45am  The kings of Dublin in the ninth and tenth centuries, Clare 
Downham, University of Liverpool

10.15am  Westward to Ireland and back: Irish imports and political 
transformations in SW Norway Håkon Reiersen, University of 
Stavanger

10.45am  Coffee/Tea break 

11.15am  Unn Pedersen, University of Oslo

11.45am  The Irish connection: Viking Period Female Graves  
from Rogaland with Brooches of Irish Origin 
Elna Siv Kristoffersen, University of Stavanger

12.15pm  St Clemens Church in early urban Trondheim and the connection 
to the Viking kings Olaf Trygvason and Olav Haraldson 
Anna Helena Petersén, Norwegian Institute of  
Cultural Research, Trondheim

12.45pm  Closing Remarks

Booking required: https://vikingdigsdynastiesdiscoveries.eventbrite.ie 
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Kilmainham Gaol 
12th October at 10am and 1pm

ALTERNATIVE KILMAINHAM GAOL 

This tour will focus on the lives of LGBT prisoners associated with Kilmainham 
Gaol. It will also explore the use of the Gaol as a place of punishment for those 
convicted of homosexual crimes in the 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Booking required: kilmainhamgaol@opw.ie 
@OPWKilmainham

City Assembly House,  
South William Street 
12th October from 2–5pm

FABRIC AND FASHION:  
FROM SILK WEAVING TO SINGER 
With Cathy Scuffil, Rachel Sayers and Ruth Griffin 

Clothing, textiles and fibres are an intrinsic part of our everyday lives – they 
provide comfort, protection and decoration. Dublin has a long history of 
textile making and clothing manufacture. This short seminar in the beautiful 
surrounds of the Georgian-era City Assembly House will look at three aspects 
of Dublin’s fabric and fashion history:

Cathy Scuffil on the History of Weaving in the Liberties 
The Liberties of Dublin has a long association with the weaving industry. 
In the latter part of the 1600s, the French Huguenots set up in the Earl of 
Meath’s Liberty, and from this a community of poplin and silk weavers were 
established. The industry declined with the imposition of tariffs and changes in 
trade and today has all but died out. More recently, there is renewed interest 
in this industry with classes now operating in the area. 

Rachel Sayers ‘Sure he wore them stockings on his legs going over the 
border!’ Clothes rationing and home sewing in Ireland 1930–60 
Rachel will give a brief overview of the period before World War Two and the 
effect clothes rationing had on Irish women’s clothing choices both before and 
after the war.

Ruth Griffin on Dublin, Fashion & The City  
A talk about the relationship between fashion and the city of Dublin from the 
history of textiles, fashion and manufacturing to the fashion cultures that have 
evolved in the city over the years.

No booking required, all welcome on a first come, first seated basis 
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Charleville Mall Library, North Strand 
12th October at 2.30pm

THE MAN AND THE CUP: THE STORY OF SAM MAGUIRE 
with Kieran Connolly

Sam Maguire from Dunmanway, 
County Cork was a Gaelic footballer, 
IRA leader and Michael Collins’ 
main agent in London in the Irish 
revolution. After his death his 
comrades created a memorial cup and 
this trophy has been the top prize in 
all-Ireland GAA football ever since. 

Booking required: charlevillemalllibrary 
@dublincity.ie or (01) 874 9619

Dublin Institute for Advanced 
Studies, Burlington Road 
14th October at 6pm

50 YEARS AS SPACE RESEARCH PIONEER 

Professor Tom Ray with a panel of those closely involved in the various DIAS 
research projects that came about after the Apollo 11 moon landings. 

Booking required: https://dias.ie/50yearsofspace 

Rathmines Library,  
Lower Rathmines Road
14th October at 6.30pm

LOUISA CONOLLY IN BLACKROCK –  
FROM SEA BATHING TO RENOVATING
with Kerrie Clarke

Join Kerrie Clarke as she reveals what has been an undocumented part of Lady 
Louisa’s life – her time in Blackrock. From 1768 Louisa acquired a cottage to 
undertake sea bathing – a growing fashion with the gentry at the time. The talk 
will also include her excursions, pastimes, dealings with her neighbours, aiding 
with the redevelopment of Frascati, the gossip and news from her siblings, and 
her day to day life in this small seaside village in 18th-century Dublin. 

Booking required: rathmineslibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 497 3539

Terenure Library, Templeogue Road 
14th October at 6.30pm

SHARING STORIES: AN INTRODUCTION TO ORAL 
HISTORY IN IRELAND
with Dianne Kirby and Sam Manning

Oral history is the collection and preservation of personal narratives through 
recorded interviews. It offers a chance for historians to access the unique life 
experiences of individuals who are often hidden from the historical record. Since 
2010, the Oral History Network of Ireland has brought together individuals, 
local history groups and academics to offer support and promote the discipline 
of oral history in Ireland. In this talk, members of the Network will use clips 
to showcase the diverse range of oral history projects across Ireland and offer 
practical advice to those interested in recording their own interviews.

Booking required: terenurelibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 222 8700
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Ballymun Library, Ballymun Road
14th October at 6.30pm

THE MILITARY SERVICE (1916–23) PENSIONS 
COLLECTION – AN UNPARALLELED SOURCE FOR 
THE IRISH REVOLUTION
with Michael Keane

The Military Service (1916–1923) Pensions Collection (MSPC) contains 
material relating to applications for pensions and gratuities by veterans of 
the Irish Independence struggle as well as relatives of those who died as a 
result of their service during those years. Material from the MSPC is being 
made freely available online through the Military Archives website. Project 
Archivist Michael Keane will look at the background and importance of 
the Collection, and examine some of the ways it can best be accessed and 
explored using examples of Dublin based events and personalities.

Booking required: ballymunlibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 842 1890
@dfarchives

Phibsboro Library,  
North Circular Road 
14th October at 6.30pm

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LIFE AND  
WORK OF HARRY CLARKE
with James Curry, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, North West Area)

Harry Clarke (1889–1931) was a stained-glass artist and illustrator from 
Dublin. St Peter’s Church in Phibsboro has a triptych window by him and a 
bridge on the Cabra Road was recently named in his honour. Hear the life 
story of this artistic genius. 

Booking required: phibsborolibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 830 4341

Finglas Library,  
Main Shopping Centre
14th October at 6:30pm

PORAJMOS: THE ROMA GENOCIDE
with Gabi Muntean 

Under the rule of Nazi Germany, the Roma were persecuted, detained and 
executed. Roma call these events the Porajmos, which means the ‘Devouring’ 
in Romani language. It is estimated between 500,000 and 1.5 million Roma 
were killed, and another 500,000 displaced, dispossessed or had their identity 
papers lost or destroyed. This talk will give a brief overview of the Porajmos, 
and the devastating impact it has had on the Roma community.

Booking required: finglaslibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 834 4906  
@PaveePoint
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Dublin Port Centre
15th October at 1pm

DIVING BELL – THE OBJECT THAT  
BECAME A MUSEUM

Join Jim Kelleher and Lar Joye of the Dublin Port Heritage team as they tell the 
story of the Diving Bell, now Dublin’s smallest museum. The 90 ton Diving Bell 
designed by the Bindon Blood Stoney, was a relatively cheap way for Dublin Port 
to expand and move eastwards away from the city centre, building 5,000 feet of 
deep-water berthage in the 19th century. After the lecture at Dublin Port Centre 
there will be a walking tour of the Docklands to the Diving Bell.

Booking required: http://dublinport.eventbrite.com

Glasnevin Cemetery Museum 
15th October at 3pm

‘THIS CEMETERY IS A TREACHEROUS PLACE’:  
THE APPROPRIATION OF POLITICAL, CULTURAL 
AND CLASS OWNERSHIP OF GLASNEVIN 
CEMETERY, 1832 TO 1909
with Pat Callan

This talk highlights the Irish diaspora’s regard for Glasnevin as a national 
cemetery and considers a political battle during the 1900s over who should act 
as guardian of the advanced nationalist tradition within the cemetery.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@glasnevinmuseum
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Drumcondra Library,  
Millmount Avenue 
15th October at 6.30pm

LEMON’S PURE SWEETS – A HISTORY
with Cormac Moore, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, North Central Area)

A look at the history of one of Dublin’s most famous names in confectionery 
from its foundations in Capel Street in 1842 to the closure of its factory in 
Drumcondra in 1983.

Booking required: drumcondralibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 837 7206 
@DubHistorians @CormacMoore

National Library of Ireland,  
Kildare Street  
15th October at 1.10pm

AND

Cabra Library, Navan Road 
15th October at 6.30pm

THE ASTRONOMICAL TIMES OF  
DUNSINK OBSERVATORY
with Peter Gallagher from Dunsink Observatory,  
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies

Dunsink Observatory is a unique part of Irish scientific heritage located in west 
Dublin. It was founded in the 1780s by Trinity College Dublin and has been 
home to some of Ireland’s greatest scientists, including Sir William Rowan 
Hamilton. In this talk, Peter will give an overview of the people and science of 
the observatory from its foundation to recent times. 

National Library of Ireland: No booking required. All welcome on a first come, 
first seated basis 

Cabra Library: Booking required: cabralibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 869 1414  
@DIASDunsink
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Central Library, ILAC Centre 
16th October at 1.10pm

WARTIME, WOMEN AND WORK
with Mary Muldowney, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, Central Area). 

Mary will discuss the employment opportunities for women that were created 
by the Second World War. Presenting some of the memories of Irish women 
(from both sides of the Border) who took advantage of the chance for 
adventure, she will consider the impact of the war on women’s economic and 
social position, in Ireland and elsewhere

Booking required: centrallibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 873 4333 
@DubHistorians @HIRDubCentral

Marino Library, Marino Mart 
16th October at 6.30pm

MIGRANTS OR MERCENARIES?:  
THE IRISH SOLDIERS WHO FOUGHT FOR  
SOUTH AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE
with Tim Fanning

In the early nineteenth century, hundreds of Irish soldiers fought for the 
independence of the present-day republics of Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, 
Peru and Bolivia. On the bicentenary of the declaration of the Republic of 
Colombia, Tim Fanning reveals what drove thousands of volunteers to leave 
Ireland to fight in a war on the other side of the world. 

Booking required: marinolibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 833 6297

Walkinstown Library,  
Percy French Road 
16th October at 6.30pm

CHARWOMEN AND WORK IN EARLY TWENTIETH-
CENTURY DUBLIN
with Ciaran McCabe 

Charring, or cleaning, was among the lowest paid, yet most common, forms 
of work for women in Dublin. This talk will discuss the domestic and working 
lives of Dublin’s charwomen in the early 1900s.

Booking required: walkinstownlibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 222 8890

Raheny Library, Howth Road  
16th October at 6.30pm

WOMEN IN DUBLIN IN THE ERA OF THE TAN WAR
Maeve Casserly and Mary Muldowney (Historians in Residence, Dublin 
City Council) and host Berni Dwan with music by Eddie Sherlock and Eoin 
Dillion

Part of the Near FM series on Dublin in the time of the Black and Tans, 
1920/21. Each event will be recorded for broadcast on Near FM community 
radio at a later date.

Booking required: rahenylibrary@dublincity.ie or (01) 831 5521
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Kilmainham Gaol
16th October at 6.30pm

THE FORGOTTEN FIVE: THE AFTERLIVES OF THE 
MAAMTRASNA PRISONERS, 1882–1902
with Margaret Kelleher

The Maamtrasna Murders was one of the most infamous criminal cases 
in 19th-century Ireland and is the subject matter of a recent history by 
Professor Margaret Kelleher The Maamtrasna Murders: Life Language and Death 
in Nineteenth Century Ireland. This talk will focus on the lesser known story 
of the five men who were convicted, but not executed, as a result of this 
notorious trial. 

Booking required: kilmainhamgaol@opw.ie
@OPWKilmainham

Oak Room, Mansion House 
16th October at 7pm

DECADE OF COMMEMORATIONS QUIZ

Dublin City Council’s historians in residence challenge you to take part in 
a table quiz testing your knowledge of modern Irish history especially the 
Decade of Commemorations. Join them in one of the city’s most historic 
locations, the Mansion House, with quizmaster David McCullagh. Have 
you got what it takes to beat last year’s winners, the tour guides from 
Kilmainham Gaol?

Teams of 4 will face 8 rounds of Decade of Commemorations topics and 
general knowledge of Ireland with great prizes. 

Booking required: decade-of-commemorations-quiz.eventbrite.ie
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Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street 
17th October at 12.00 and 1.30pm

WRITING THE SCRIPT: LETTERS AND LITERACY IN 
MEDIEVAL IRELAND
with the authors of A History of Ireland in 100 Words, published by 
the Royal Irish Academy, and calligrapher Timothy O’Neill

This collaborative workshop offers a glimpse into the changing practices and 
paraphernalia of writing in medieval Ireland. Discussion of what is known 
about scribes, manuscripts, and writing systems through the centuries 
and of the terminology that helped define them will be accompanied by a 
demonstration of the art of early Irish lettering and of the types of pen, ink 
and vellum that would have been used. Those attending will be invited to view 
sample manuscripts afterwards in the Library of the Royal Irish Academy.

Booking required: www.ria.ie 
@RIAdawson

Registry of Deeds, Henrietta Street 
17th October at 1pm

LUNCHTIME GUIDED TOUR: HISTORIC BUILDINGS 
AT THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS 

This tour focuses on some of the famous historic buildings throughout the entire 
island of Ireland which can be uncovered among our 5 million memorial records 
at the Registry of Deeds. Highlights include Lissadell House, Kilkenny Castle and 
Westport House. Learn also how you can carry out your own research. 

Booking Required: https://registryofdeedshistoricbuildings.eventbrite.ie
@PRA_Ireland

Royal Irish Academy, Dawson Street  
17th October at 3pm

WORDS, IMAGES, AND EVERYDAY OBJECTS: 
CONNECTING THE PAST 
with the authors of A History of Ireland in 100 Words, published 
by the Royal Irish Academy, and archaeologists from UCD’s Centre for 
Experimental Archaeology & Material Culture. 

This collaborative workshop brings to life the everyday objects of medieval 
Ireland through an exploration of the words used to define them, the texts 
and stories written about them, and the material evidence from the past that 
enables us to recreate, understand and experience them in the present.

Booking required: www.ria.ie 
@RIAdawson

GPO Witness History  
17th October at 3:30pm

PROVINCIAL TOURS – ULSTER, A GUIDED TOUR 
WITH CIARA O’HALLORAN 

This unique guided tour will focus on the province of Ulster in Ireland during 
the early 20th century, paying particular attention to key events such as the 
Easter Rising, War of Independence and World War 1. 

Booking required: gpowhevents@shannonheritage.com or (01) 873 2104
@gpowithistory
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14 Henrietta Street 
17th October at 6pm

UINSEANN MACEOIN: A ‘REBEL PRESERVATIONIST’ 
with Donal Fallon 

Uinseann MacEoin is primary remembered today as a historian of 
revolutionary Ireland, but he was also a leading figure in the battle for 
the preservation of Dublin, and centrally important to the story of the 
re-emergence of Henrietta Street. This talk will examine the ‘Rebel 
Preservationist’ and his contribution to Dublin life.

Booking recommended at www.14Henriettastreet.ie/shows

Kevin Street Library 
17th October at 6.30pm

ON THE TRAIL OF FORGOTTEN WOMEN  
IN IRISH HISTORY
with Clodagh Finn

You might have heard of the father of modern chemistry Robert Boyle, but 
what of his brilliant elder sister Katherine Jones who was more famous than 
he was in the seventeenth century? Does the name Clotilde Graves ring a 
bell? The Cork-born writer was one of the first female journalists working on 
Fleet Street in London. Time travel with Clodagh Finn, journalist and writer, 
to discover some forgotten women in Irish history, from the Stone Age to the 
present.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis.
@FinnClodagh

Richmond Barracks, Inchicore 
18th October at 11am 

ROBERT BARTON: THE WICKLOW LANDLORD WHO 
BECAME A KEY PLAYER IN THE STRUGGLE FOR 
INDEPENDENCE, 1918–1922 
with John Dredge

Robert Barton was a Wicklow landlord from a unionist background who was 
elected to the first Dáil as a Sinn Féin TD in December 1918 and played a key 
role in the struggle for independence that followed the election. The time 
he spent as a British army officer in Richmond Barracks – where, following 
the 1916 Rising, he served as officer in charge of prisoners’ effects – had a 
profound effect on Barton’s development as an Irish nationalist.

The talk will explore the development of Barton’s political views, the impact 
of his time in Richmond Barracks, and the important roles he played in the 
independence struggle.

Booking required: foh19-richmondbarton.eventbrite.ie
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The Boardroom, Dr Steevens’ 
Hospital, Dublin 8 
18th October at 3pm

DUBLIN: ONE CITY, FOUR MAPS
with Cathy Scuffil, Historian in Residence 
(Dublin City Council, South Central Area)

Listen to Cathy’s fascinating account of how Dublin developed as our 
capital city as she reveals the clues found in different maps of Dublin 
through the years. 

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis (please note 
that numbers cannot exceed 80 people)
@EdwardWorthLib @ScuffilC

Prussia Street Community Centre, 
Dublin 7
18th October from 7–8.30pm

MISSING WORKPLACES: THE DUBLIN 
METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET
with Mary Muldowney 
(Historian in Residence, Dublin City Council, Central Area)

The Dublin Metropolitan Cattle Market was a vital part of the community 
around the North Circular Road and Prussia Street junction in the 19th 
century and continued to be so until the 1970s when the operation ceased. 
Mary will talk about the history of the cattle market, the work that was 
done there and its importance to the local area, which was shaped for many 
years by the Market and its associated businesses.

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@DubHistorians @HIRDubCentral

Kilmainham Gaol 
19th and 20th October at 2pm

ALTERNATIVE KILMAINHAM GAOL 

This tour will focus on aspects of Kilmainham Gaol’s social history. The tour 
will introduce visitors to some of the less well-known prisoners and explore 
the changing structure and conditions of the gaol in which they were held. The 
tour take will take an alternative route through the gaol and the prison yards.

Booking required: kilmainhamgaol@opw.ie 
@OPWKilmainham
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Walks

4th October at 6pm 

AND

13th October at 3pm 

BALLADS, BEATS AND BEATLES: A MUSICAL 
HISTORY OF DUBLIN 

From the Messiah to the folk revival, and from Séamus Ennis to Flikkers disco, 
Donal Fallon’s walking tour explores the musical heritage of the capital.

This event is free, but booking is required at: ballads-beats-beatles.eventbrite.ie

5th October at 11am WALKING TOUR OF MERRION SQUARE 

Explore the interesting history and statues of Merrion Square on this free 
walking tour with Dublin City Council Historian in Residence, Maeve Casserly.

This event is free, but booking is required at: walking-tour-merrion-square.
eventbrite.ie

5th October at 1pm WALKING TOUR OF MEDIEVAL DUBLIN

Join experts from the heritage and research group the Friends of Medieval 
Dublin for a guided tour of the medieval city.

This event is free but booking is required: secretary.fmd@gmail.com
@FMDublin
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6th October at 11am WALKING TOUR OF HERBERT PARK 

Over 100 years old, Herbert Park is a beautiful and historic park full of 
interesting stories. First home to the 1907 Dublin International Exhibition, 
this tour takes you on a journey through the park’s history with Dublin 
City Council Historian in Residence, Maeve Casserly. 

This event is free, but booking is required at: walking-tour-herbert-park.eventbrite.ie

6th October at 3pm THE WILDES AND DRESS REFORM 

Join us to hear about the life of writer and activist, Constance Wilde. A 
passionate and radical woman who, along with her husband Oscar, became a 
beacon for the fashion reform movement at the turn of the 19th century. The 
fashion reform movement, closely associated with the feminist movement, 
emerged at the end of the 19th century in response to the immobility and 
restrictions that the style of the 18th century placed on women and children. 
We’ll also explore the lost fashion history of Dublin around the 19th and 20th 
centuries, looking at how it evolved and contributed to the economy and 
cultural ways of the city.

You will be guided by historians Professor Christine Kinealy, director of 
Ireland’s Great Hunger Institute at Quinnipiac University, and fashion historian 
and founder of the Lost Fashion History Tours, Ruth Griffin.

This event is free but booking is required:  
eventbrite.ie/constance-wilde-and-fashion-reform

12th October at 2pm DUBLIN’S CHURCH OF IRELAND CHURCHES
with Michael O’Neill

A walking tour of Dublin’s historic Church of Ireland churches in this the 150th 
anniversary of the disestablishment of the Church of Ireland. 

Booking required: walking-tour-historic-church-of-ireland-churches.eventbrite.ie

History on your  
Doorstep; Six more  
stories of Dublin history
Volume two of Dublin City Council’s book of local history 
stories by the historians in residence will be available from 15th 
October. Pick up a free copy in any city library or at the Big 
Weekend in Printworks, Dublin Castle. 
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13th October at 11am SUFFRAGETTE IN THE CITY

A walking tour of Stephen’s Green and its environs, exploring the connections 
of the local area with the Irish suffrage movement with Dublin City Council 
Historian in Residence, Maeve Casserly. 

This event is free, but booking is required at: suffragette-city-walking-tour.
eventbrite.ie

17th October at 1.10pm DIPLOMATIC DUBLIN: THE WALKING TOUR

Take a ‘world tour’ on the streets of Dublin with this walking tour of 
‘Diplomatic Dublin’. Led by John Gibney of the Royal Irish Academy’s 
Documents on Irish Foreign Policy project, it will explore Ireland’s place in 
the world through the first decades of independence through the people 
and locations associated with Ireland’s foreign service and their international 
counterparts from the War of Independence to the aftermath of the Second 
World War. Beginning at the Royal Irish Academy, the tour will run from 
Dawson St, through Merrion Square and up to St Stephen’s Green.

Booking required: diplomatic-dublin-walking-tour.eventbrite.ie
@DIFP_RIA
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13th September to 4th November 
(open daily 10am–6pm)

INTERSECTION  
AN EXHIBITION OF NEW WORK BY OWEN BOSS, 
ANÚ PRODUCTIONS

A friend of Owen Boss, Paul Goes, his wife Shuba Jaya and their daughter 
Kaela were travelling home from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpar on the 17th 
July 2014. Their plane, Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 (MH17) was shot down 
over East Ukraine and all 283 passengers and 15 crew perished. Russia and 
Ukraine blamed each other and it was concluded by the Dutch Safety Board 
in 2015 that the airliner was downed by a surface-to air missile launched from 
pro-Russian controlled territory in Ukraine. Because Flight 17 fell in a war zone, 
control of the wreckage was chaotic, and the usual sanitized photos typically 
released by aviation safety officials were replaced by thousands of images 
distributed across the internet. 

Intersection is a glimpse at the life of one man and his family, a personal friend 
of the artist. How do we remember, celebrate and commemorate when 
objects, materials and documentation sit at the centre of controversy?

10th October from 2–4pm THE PAST PRESENTED: THE PRESENTATION OF 
NARRATIVES, OBJECTS AND PUBLIC MEMORY

A panel discussion exploring the experience of viewer, audience and reader 
engaging with the past through contemporary artworks. This discussion will 
focus on the pending period of commemoration for many countries across 
Europe within the next number of years, including Ireland. How will we 
remember, with, by and for whom?

In conversation: 

Sheena Barrett, The LAB Gallery

Brenda Malone, National Museum of Ireland 

Bryce Lease, Department of Drama, Theatre and Dance, Holocaust 
Research Institute at Royal Holloway

Lar Joye, Dublin Port

LAB Gallery 
Dublin City Arts Office, Foley Street
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Events in Printworks, 
Dublin Castle

Friday 18th October 

War of Independence panel
with John Dorney, Anne Dolan, Diarmaid Ferriter and 
Margaret O’Callaghan, chaired by Ronan McGreevy 

Friday 18th October at 5.30pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

One hundred years ago the Soloheadbeg ambush in Tipperary set in train the 
War of Independence which would lead in July 1921 to the Truce and then 
the Treaty setting up the Irish Free State. The actions of the poorly armed IRA 
succeeded where previous generations had failed in securing the end of British 
rule, albeit not in all of Ireland.

Was the war justified? Could Irish independence have been achieved by peaceful 
means? How should the war be remembered? Our panel of historians will 
discuss these and other questions surrounding this seminal event in Irish history.

John Dorney is a historian and creator and writer of The Irish History website 

Anne Dolan is Associate Professor in Modern Irish History at TCD

Diarmaid Ferriter is Professor of Modern History at UCD

Margaret O’Callaghan is a senior lecturer in history at Queen’s 
University, Belfast

Ronan McGreevy is a journalist with the Irish Times

Admission is FREE to all events and 
no booking is required. Doors open 
20 minutes before the start of 
each event; unreserved seating. 
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The Hitler Years:  
Triumph 1933–1939
Frank McDonough in conversation with Jennifer Wellington

Friday 18th October at 7pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

In 1933, Adolf Hitler was appointed the German Chancellor of a coalition 
government. In a few months he installed a dictatorship, jailing and killing his 
leftwing opponents, terrorising the rest of the population and driving Jews out of 
public life. After the grim years of the Great Depression, Germany was reborn as 
a brutal and determined European power intent on avenging the mythical ‘stab in 
the back’ of 1918. In this masterly popular history Frank McDonough shows Hitler 
winning-over ordinary Germans to his vision of a renewed Reich, preparing for the 
moment that would realise his ambitions for Germany. 

Frank McDonough is Professor of International History at Liverpool John 
Moores University. He has written many books on the Third Reich including: 
The Gestapo: The Myth and Reality of Hitler’s Secret Police and Sophie Scholl: The 
Woman Who Defied Hitler 

Jennifer Wellington is a lecturer in modern history at UCD.

Republic Of Shame: Stories 
from Ireland’s institutions for 
‘Fallen Women’ 
Caelainn Hogan in conversation with Tuam survivors 

Friday 18th October at 8.30pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

Until recently, the Catholic Church, in concert with the Irish state, operated 
a network of institutions for the concealment, punishment and exploitation 
of ‘fallen women’. In the Magdalene laundries, girls and women were 
incarcerated and condemned to servitude. And in the mother-and-baby 
homes, women who had become pregnant out of wedlock were hidden 
from view, and in most cases their babies were adopted – sometimes illegally. 
Mortality rates in these institutions were high, and the discovery of a mass 
infant grave at the mother-and-baby home in Tuam made news all over the 
world. The Irish state has commissioned investigations, but for countless 
people, a search for answers continues.

Caelainn Hogan’s journalism has featured in The New York Times 
Magazine, The New Yorker, The Guardian and the Irish Times. Republic of Shame is 
her first book.

Friday 18th October
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Saturday 19th October

The Crusades
Dan Jones in conversation with Conor Kostick 

Saturday 19th October at 11am in Printworks, Dublin Castle

Dan Jones, best-selling chronicler of the Middle Ages, turns his attention to 
the history of the Crusades, the sequence of religious wars fought between 
the late eleventh century and late medieval periods. Crusading armies from 
European Christian states attempted to wrest the Holy Land from Islamic rule 
in wars which have left an enduring imprint on relations between the Muslim 
world and the West to this day. Hear tales soaked in Islamic, Christian and 
Jewish blood, peopled by extraordinary characters, and characterised by both 
low ambition and high principle.

Dan Jones is a writer, historian and TV presenter. His book The Plantagenets 
and the War of the Roses was a New York Times best-seller

Conor Kostick is a writer and a lecturer in history at TCD

Great Irish Speeches
Catriona Crowe and Donal Fallon with actors  
Cathy Belton and Bryan Murray 

Saturday 19th October at 1pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

Great Irish Speeches will feature emotive addresses by the nation’s 
greatest orators, all of which have had a remarkable impact on the course 
of Irish and world history. Each speech will be preceded by an introduction 
by Catriona Crowe or Donal Fallon which places the address in context 
and underlines its historical significance. Each speech will then be read by 
Bryan Murray or Cathy Belton.

Catriona Crowe is the former head of Special Projects at the National 
Archives of Ireland

Donal Fallon is a historian, writer and co-creator of the Come Here To Me! 
history website

Cathy Belton has appeared in a wide-range of television, stage, film, and 
radio productions

Bryan Murray has 35 years experience on stage and screen
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Saturday 19th October

Kremlin Winter: Russia and the 
Second coming of Vladimir Putin
Robert Service in conversation with David McCullagh 

Saturday 19th October at 3pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

When Mikhail Gorbachëv introduced perestroika in the mid-1980s, the 
USSR went through a springtime of growth and change. The Soviet order 
collapsed in 1991, and Boris Yeltsin initiated a summer of transformation as 
Russia acquired a market economy and aspired to a new place in the world 
community. It was a season of achievement but also of disappointment, 
leading Yeltsin to relinquish the Russian presidency at the end of the century 
in favour of Vladimir Putin, his young prime minister. Under Putin’s rule, 
Russia has been locked into a winter of authoritarian rule at home and military 
adventures abroad. Bringing his expert knowledge of Russia’s history to the 
fore, Robert Service will look at the seasonal shifts in events since 2012 and 
those that may be expected in the immediate future.

Robert Service is a Fellow of St Anthony’s College, Oxford. He has written 
many books on Russian history including biographies of Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin

David McCullagh is a journalist and broadcaster with RTE

Six Months that Changed 
the World: The Paris Peace 
Conference of 1919
Margaret MacMillan in conversation with Robert Gerwarth 

Saturday 19th October at 5pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

Between January and July 1919, after the war to end all wars of 1914–18, men 
and women from all over the world converged on Paris for the Peace Conference. 
For six extraordinary months the city was effectively the centre of world 
government as the peacemakers wound up bankrupt empires and created new 
countries. They pushed Russia to the sidelines, alienated China and dismissed the 
Arabs, struggled with the problems of Kosovo, of the Kurds, and of a homeland 
for the Jews. The peacemakers, so it has been said, failed dismally; failed above all 
to prevent another war. Hear Margaret MacMillan argue that they have unfairly 
been made scapegoats for the mistakes of those who came later.

Margaret MacMillan is Professor of History at the University of Toronto 
and Emeritus Professor of International History and former warden of St 
Anthony’s College, Oxford

Robert Gerwarth is Professor of Modern History and Head of  
School at UCD
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Dominion: How Christianity 
Shaped the Western Mind
Tom Holland in conversation with Jane Ohlmeyer 

Saturday 19th October at 7pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

Christianity is the most enduring legacy of the ancient world, and its emergence 
the single most transformative development in Western history. Even the 
increasing number in the West today who have abandoned the faith of their 
forebears, and dismiss all religion as pointless superstition, remain recognisably 
its heirs. Seen close-up, the division between a sceptic and a believer may seem 
unbridgeable but widen the focus and Christianity’s enduring impact upon the 
West can be seen in the emergence of much that has traditionally been cast as 
its nemesis: in science, in secularism and even in atheism. Tom Holland makes a 
welcome return to the Festival to discuss this fascinating topic. 

Tom Holland is an award-winning historian, biographer and broadcaster. 
His books include Rubicon: the triumph and the tragedy of the Roman Republic and 
In the Shadow of the Sword

Jane Ohlmeyer is Erasmus Smith’s Professor of Modern History at TCD

Saturday 19th October

Sunday 20th October 

Children of the Troubles 
with Joe Duffy and Freya McClements, moderator Martin Doyle 

Sunday 20th October at 11am in Printworks, Dublin Castle

Nine-year-old Patrick Rooney loved horror movies and Hallowe’en and 
wanted to be a priest when he grew up. Instead, on 15th August 1969, he 
became the first child killed as a result of the ‘Troubles’ - one of approximately 
190 children who would die in the conflict in Northern Ireland. In their new 
book, Children of the Troubles, Joe and Freya tell the previously untold story 
of Northern Ireland’s lost children. Hear them discuss the tragic stories of 
these lost young lives, many of them children who have never been publicly 
acknowledged as victims of the Troubles. 

Joe Duffy is the presenter of RTE’s Liveline radio programme and author of 
the best-selling book Children of the Rising

Freya McClements is a writer and journalist and is the northern 
correspondent for the Irish Times

Martin Doyle is books editor of the Irish Times
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Sunday 20th October 

Does Historical Accuracy In 
Film Really Matter? 
with Cecile Gordon, Hannah Greig and Tom Holland,  
chaired by Hugh Linehan

Sunday 7th October at 12.45pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

For some commentators, ‘fake-history films’ are the new threat to truth, 
arguing that artistic licence is no excuse for distorting historical facts and 
yet contemporary movies change history all the time (Mary Queen of Scots 
meeting Queen Elizabeth on the big screen!). Film-makers, on the other hand, 
claim they are artists, not journalists or historians and are not in the business 
of providing documentary-style history lessons. But at what point does artistic 
licence and creative dramatisation start to confuse and mislead the viewer? Are 
viewers sophisticated enough to discern where artistic liberties are being taken 
and to adjust perceptions accordingly? Is film a useful gateway to ‘real’ history? 
Our panel debates the issues.

Cecile Gordon is project manager of the Military Service (1916–1923) 
Pensions Collection

Hannah Greig is a senior lecturer in Early Modern History at the University 
of York and a historical adviser for film, television and theatre

Tom Holland is a historian, biographer and broadcaster

Hugh Linehan is arts and culture editor of the Irish Times
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Sunday 20th October

Behold, America: A History 
of America First and the 
American Dream
Sarah Churchwell in conversation with Sarah Carey

Sunday 20th October at 2.30pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

The ‘American Dream’ and ‘America First’ are two of the most loaded phrases 
in America today, and also two of the most misunderstood. The American 
Dream began as a pledge for equality rather than as a dream of supremacy. 
America First has not just served as an isolationist term, but as an early slogan 
of the Ku Klux Klan with surprising links to the present. In 1927, a KKK riot led 
to the arrest of seven men - among them a certain Fred C. Trump. As America 
struggles again to project a shared vision, to itself and to the world, Sarah 
Churchwell argues that the meanings and history of these terms need to be 
understood afresh so that the true spirit of America can be reclaimed.

Sarah Churchwell is Chair in Public Understanding of the Humanities at 
the School of Advanced Studies, University of London 

Sarah Carey is a journalist and broadcaster 

The Patient Assassin
Anita Anand 

Sunday 20th October at 4.15pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

In April 1919, at a political gathering in the Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar, 
Brigadier General Reginald Dyer marched his soldiers into a walled garden, 
filled with thousands of unarmed men, women and children. Then, blocking 
the only exit and without issuing any order to disperse, he instructed his 
men to turn their guns on the thickest parts of the crowd. For ten minutes, 
they continued firing, stopping only when 1650 bullets had been fired. Not 
a single shot was fired in retaliation. According to legend, a young, low-caste 
survivor, Udham Singh, vowed to kill the men responsible and in March 1940, 
in London, he finally seized his opportunity. Anita Anand will discuss Amritsar, 
one of the Raj’s most horrific events and the Irish connection to the massacre. 

Anita Anand is a television and radio presenter and journalist. She is author 
of Sophia: Princess, suffragette, revolutionary
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Sunday 20th October

Big Sister, Little Sister, Red Sister: 
Three Women at the Heart of 
Twentieth-Century China
Jung Chang in conversation with Isabella Jackson 

Sunday 20th October at 6pm in Printworks, Dublin Castle

The best-known modern Chinese fairy tale is the story of three sisters from 
Shanghai, who for most of the twentieth century, were at the centre of power 
in China. It was sometimes said that ‘One loved money, one loved power and 
one loved her country’, but there was far more to the Soong sisters than these 
caricatures. As China battled through a hundred years of wars, revolutions and 
seismic transformations, each sister played an important, sometimes critical 
role, and left an indelible mark on history. Join Jung Chang as she reveals 
the lives of three extraordinary women who helped shape the history of 
twentieth-century China.

Jung Chang is a best-selling writer and historian. Her books include Wild 
Swans and Empress Dowager Cixi

Isabella Jackson is Assistant Professor of Chinese History at TCD
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Irish Research Council Hub in the 
Poddle Room, Printworks,  
Dublin Castle
Saturday 19th October
from 12.15 –1pm (session 1)
and 2.15 – 3pm (session 2)

HISTORY IN UNEXPECTED PLACES 

Come along to hear Irish Research Council awardees discuss the unexpected 
places where history appears in – and contributes to – their ground-breaking 
research on a wide variety of topics. This series of short talks, followed by 
Q&A, will be of interest to anyone curious about how history enriches other 
fields of enquiry in Ireland today.

The mission of the Irish Research Council is to enable and sustain a vibrant 
research community in Ireland by supporting excellent researchers across all 
disciplines and career stages. Find out more at http://research.ie

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@IrishResearch

Poddle Room, Printworks,
Dublin Castle
Saturday 19th at 4pm

A CHRONICLE OF DISAPPOINTMENT – TALES FROM 
THE MILITARY SERVICE PENSIONS COLLECTION
with Ronan McGreevy

Families torn apart, allegations of anti-semitism, the revolutionary hero who 
billed the State for a sun holiday, poverty, hunger and disease - the military 
pensions archive will keep the historians busy for decades. Journalist and 
author Ronan McGreevy, who has spent four years studying the collection, 
tells some of the stories behind the applications and talks about the IRA’s 
brigade activity reports that have just been released. 

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
@dfarchives

Poddle Room, Printworks

dublin festival of history 2019
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Poddle Room, Printworks,
Dublin Castle
Sunday 20th October from 12–2pm

THE GENESIS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF  
IRELAND ACT AND THE PARTITION OF IRELAND – 
100 YEARS ON
Panel discussion with Cormac Moore, Myrtle Hill, Robert Lynch and 
Margaret Ward, chaired by Barry Sheppard

In late 1919, a British cabinet committee chaired by Walter Long introduced 
what would become the Government of Ireland Act which led to the partition 
of Ireland. The panel will discuss the impact of this decision, will look at how 
the British came to this policy and the immediate ramifications it had for the 
people of Ireland.

Cormac Moore is Historian in Residence with Dublin City Council and 
author of the recently published Birth of the Border: The Impact of Partition in Ireland

Myrtle Hill is a visiting research fellow in the School of History, 
Anthropology, Philosophy and Politics in Queen’s University Belfast

Robert Lynch teaches history in Glasgow and is the author of The Northern 
IRA and the early years of partition, 1920–22 and The Partition of Ireland, 1918–1925

Margaret Ward is an honorary senior lecturer in history at Queen’s 
University Belfast and author of Fearless Woman: Hanna Sheehy Skeffington and 
the Irish Revolution

Barry Sheppard is a Belfast-based historian, and the host of History Now on 
Northern Visions Television

No booking required. All welcome on a first come, first seated basis
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Exhibition:
GOODBYE DUBLIN: THE WAR OF 
INDEPENDENCE IN THE CITY

This new exhibition is on display in Dublin City Library and Archive  
until the end of October 2019.

Using a mixture of archival sources and film footage, the exhibition 
details the impact on Dubliners’ everyday lives, the international 
dimension and the civilian death toll in the war between the IRA and 
the Crown forces. Exhibition tours/talks with Dublin City Council 
historians in residence take place every Tuesday at 11am,  
Thursday at 1pm and some Saturdays at 2pm. 

Please book to attend a tour on Eventbrite: goodbye-dublin.
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Centenary of the Dominican 
Oratory of the Sacred Heart, 
Dún Laoghaire
In 1919, the Dominican Sisters of St Mary’s, Kingstown (Dún Laoghaire) 
erected an Oratory dedicated to the Sacred Heart. The nuns wished to 
commemorate the local men from the area who had fought and died on the 
Western Front in the First World War. Sr Concepta Lynch was commissioned 
to decorate the apse behind the statue to the Sacred Heart and this was the 
beginning of a unique journey in the history of Irish art. From 1920 until her 
death in 1936, she hand-painted the walls and ceiling of the Oratory and 
the result is a highly-regarded masterpiece of the Gaelic Revival style. The 
windows were provided by the Harry Clarke Studio in Dublin.

To mark the centenary of the Oratory, dlr Libraries and dlr Heritage Office, 
in partnership with the Dominican Sisters and the National Gallery of Ireland 
will celebrate the centenary with an exhibition at dlr LexIcon in October, an 
accompanying publication, and a revised exhibition at the Oratory itself on 
Library Road, Dún Laoghaire.

Throughout October a series of talks, tours, workshops and a full-day seminar 
(23rd October) mark the centenary of the Oratory. Full details, including 
booking information: libraries.dlrcoco.ie
@dlr_libraries

Upcoming History Events
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DIAS
Institiúid Ard-Léinn Bhaile Átha Cliath

Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies

IRISH RESEARCH COUNCIL
An Chomhairle um Thaighde in Éirinn

  

Thanks to our Event Partners 
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